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b r2HH 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T2` KF2b i?2 7QHHQrBM; +QMi`B#miBQMb,
Ç q2 b?Qr ?Qr JQ`M M/ aM/bǶ rQ`F QM +HH@#v@M22/ BK@T`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v (R8) +M #2 TTHB2/ iQ 7Q`KHHv DmbiB7vi?i i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM 7Q` H2bi }t2/TQBMib T`2b2`p2b Q` BKT`Qp2b iBK2 T2`7Q`KM+2c
Ç q2 T`2b2Mi T`2+QM/BiBQMb i?i 2Mbm`2 i?2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMBKT`Qp2b T2`7Q`KM+2 BM i?Bb KMM2`- r?B+? +QK2 Mim@`HHv 7`QK i?2 T`2+QM/BiBQMb i?i 2Mbm`2 +Q``2+iM2bbc
Ç q2 /2KQMbi`i2 i?2 miBHBiv Q7 i?2 M2r i?2Q`v #v p2`B7v@BM; i?i 2tKTH2b 7`QK T`2pBQmb rQ`F2`fr`TT2` TT2`bBM/22/ 2t?B#Bi  iBK2 BKT`Qp2K2MiX
h?2 mb2 Q7 +HH@#v@M22/ BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v K2Mb i?iQm` rQ`F TTHB2b iQ Hxv 7mM+iBQMH HM;m;2b bm+? b>bF2HHX h`/BiBQMHHv- i?2 QT2`iBQMH #2?2pBQm` Q7 Hxv2pHmiBQM ?b #22M b22M b /B{+mHi iQ `2bQM #Qmi- #mir2 b?Qr i?i rBi? i?2 `B;?i iQQHb i?Bb M22/ MQi #2 i?2 +b2XhQ i?2 #2bi Q7 Qm` FMQrH2/;2- i?Bb TT2` Bb i?2 }`bi iBK2 i?i ;2M2`H Tm`TQb2 QTiBKBbiBQM K2i?Q/ 7Q` Hxv HM;m;2b?b #22M 7Q`KHHv T`Qp2/ iQ BKT`Qp2 iBK2 T2`7Q`KM+2XAKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v /Q2b MQi b22K iQ ?p2 ii`+i2/Km+? ii2MiBQM BM `2+2Mi v2`b- #mi r2 ?QT2 i?i i?Bb T@T2` +M ?2HT iQ ;2M2`i2 KQ`2 BMi2`2bi BM i?Bb M/ Qi?2`i2+?MB[m2b 7Q` `2bQMBM; #Qmi Hxv 2pHmiBQMX q?2`2b BMKMv TT2`b +H+mHiBQMb M/ T`QQ7b `2 Q7i2M QKBii2/ Q`+QKT`2bb2/ 7Q` `2bQMb Q7 #`2pBiv- BM i?Bb TT2` i?2v `2 i?2+2Mi`H 7Q+mb- bQ `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM /2iBHX
kX 1tKTH2, 6bi _2p2`b2
q2 b?HH #2;BM rBi? M 2tKTH2 i?i KQiBpi2b i?2 `2bi Q7i?2 TT2`, i`Mb7Q`KBM; i?2 Mśp2 HBbi `2p2`b2 7mM+iBQM BMiQi?2 bQ@+HH2/ ǳ7bi `2p2`b2Ǵ 7mM+iBQMX h?Bb i`Mb7Q`KiBQMBb M BMbiM+2 Q7 i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM- M/i?2`2 Bb M BMimBiBp2- BM7Q`KH DmbiB}+iBQM Q7 r?v i?Bb Bb MQTiBKBbiBQMX >2`2 r2 ;Bp2 i?Bb MQM@`B;Q`Qmb 2tTHMiBQMci?2 `2KBM/2` Q7 i?Bb TT2` rBHH 7Q+mb QM #mBH/BM; i?2 iQQHbiQ bi`2M;i?2M i?Bb iQ  `B;Q`Qmb `;mK2MiXq2 bi`i rBi?  Mśp2 /2}MBiBQM Q7 i?2 `2p2`b2 7mM+iBQM-r?B+? iF2b [m/`iB+ iBK2 iQ `mM b 2+? TT2M/ ++ iF2biBK2 HBM2` BM i?2 H2M;i? Q7 Bib H27i `;mK2Mi,
`2p2`b2 :: [ ] → []
`2p2`b2 [ ] = [ ]
`2p2`b2 (t : tb) = `2p2`b2 tb++ [t ]
q2 +M r`Bi2  KQ`2 2{+B2Mi p2`bBQM #v mbBM;  rQ`F2`7mM+iBQM `2p+i rBi?  r`TT2` `QmM/ Bi i?i bBKTHv TTHB2bi?2 rQ`F2` 7mM+iBQM rBi? [ ] b i?2 b2+QM/ `;mK2Mi,
`2p2`b2′ :: [] → [ ]
`2p2`b2′ tb = `2p+i tb [ ]
h?2 bT2+B}+iBQM 7Q` i?2 rQ`F2` `2p+i Bb b 7QHHQrb,
`2p+i :: [] → [ ] → [ ]
`2p+i tb vb = `2p2`b2 tb++ vb
6`QK i?Bb bT2+B}+iBQM r2 +M +H+mHi2  M2r /2}MBiBQMi?i /Q2b MQi /2T2M/ QM `2p2`b2X "2+mb2 `2p2`b2 Bb /2}M2/#v +b2b- r2 rBHH ?p2 QM2 +H+mHiBQM 7Q` 2+? +b2X
*b2 7Q` [ ],
`2p+i [ ] vb
= & bT2+B}+iBQM Q7 `2p+i '
`2p2`b2 [ ] ++ vb
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p2`b2 '
[ ] ++ vb
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 ++ '
vb
*b2 7Q` (t : tb),
`2p+i (t : tb) vb
= & bT2+B}+iBQM Q7 `2p+i '
`2p2`b2 (t : tb) ++ vb
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p2`b2 '
(`2p2`b2 tb++ [t ]) ++ vb
= & bbQ+BiBpBiv Q7 ++ '
`2p2`b2 tb++ ([t ] ++ vb)
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 ++ '
`2p2`b2 tb++ (t : vb)
= & bT2+B}+iBQM Q7 `2p+i '
`2p+i tb (t : vb)
LQi2 i?2 mb2 Q7 bbQ+BiBpBiv Q7 ++ BM i?2 i?B`/ bi2T- r?B+?Bb i?2 QMHv bi2T MQi bBKTHv #v /2}MBiBQM Q` bT2+B}+iBQMXG27i@bbQ+Bi2/ TT2M/b bm+? b (tb ++ vb) ++ xb `2 H2bbiBK2@2{+B2Mi i?M i?2 2[mBpH2Mi `B;?i@bbQ+Bi2/ TT2M/btb++(vb++xb)- b i?2 7Q`K2` i`p2`b2b tb irB+2X h?2 BMimBiBQM?2`2 Bb i?i i?2 2{+B2M+v ;BM 7`QK i?Bb bi2T BM i?2 T`QQ7+``B2b Qp2` BM bQK2 rv iQ i?2 `2bi Q7 i?2 T`QQ7- bQ i?iQp2`HH Qm` +H+mHi2/ /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p+i Bb KQ`2 2{+B2Mii?M Bib Q`B;BMH bT2+B}+iBQMX h?2 +H+mHiBQM ;Bp2b mb i?27QHHQrBM; /2}MBiBQM- r?B+? `mMb BM HBM2` iBK2,
`2p2`b2 tb = `2p+i tb [ ]
`2p+i [ ] vb = vb
`2p+i (t : tb) vb = `2p+i tb (t : vb)
lM7Q`imMi2Hv- i?2`2 `2  MmK#2` Q7 T`Q#H2Kb rBi? i?BbTT`Q+?X 6B`biHv- r2 +H+mHi2/ `2p+i mbBM; i?2 7QH/@mM7QH/bivH2 Q7 T`Q;`K +H+mHiBQM (k)X h?Bb Bb M BM7Q`KH +H+m@HiBQM- r?B+? 7BHb iQ ;m`Mi22 iQiH +Q``2+iM2bbX h?mb i?2`2bmHiBM; `2p2`b2 7mM+iBQM Kv 7BH BM bQK2 +b2b r?2`2 i?2Q`B;BMH bm++22/2/X a2+QM/Hv- r?BH2 r2 `2 TTHvBM; i?2 +QK@KQM Tii2`M Q7 7+iQ`BbBM;  T`Q;`K BMiQ  rQ`F2` M/ r`TT2`- i?2 `2bQMBM; r2 mb2 Bb /@?Q+ M/ /Q2b MQi iF2/pMi;2 Q7 i?BbX q2 rQmH/ HBF2 iQ #bi`+i Qmi i?Bb Tii2`MiQ KF2 7mim`2 TTHB+iBQMb Q7 i?Bb i2+?MB[m2 KQ`2 bi`B;?i@7Q`r`/X 6BMHHv- r?BH2 BMimBiBp2Hv r2 +M b22 M 2{+B2M+v;BM 7`QK i?2 mb2 Q7 bbQ+BiBpBiv Q7 ++- i?Bb Bb MQi  `B;Q`@Qmb `;mK2MiX Smi bBKTHv- r2 M22/ `B;Q`Qmb T`QQ7b Q7 #Qi?+Q``2+iM2bb M/ BKT`Qp2K2Mi 7Q` Qm` i`Mb7Q`KiBQMX
jX qQ`F2`fq`TT2` h`Mb7Q`KiBQM
h?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM- b Q`B;BMHHv 7Q`Km@Hi2/ #v :BHH M/ >miiQM (d)- HHQr2/  7mM+iBQM r`Bii2M mbBM;;2M2`H `2+m`bBQM iQ #2 bTHBi BMiQ  `2+m`bBp2 rQ`F2` 7mM+iBQMM/  r`TT2` 7mM+iBQM i?i HHQrb i?2 M2r /2}MBiBQM iQ #2mb2/ BM i?2 bK2 +QMi2tib b i?2 Q`B;BMHX h?2 mbmH TTHB+@iBQM Q7 i?Bb i2+?MB[m2 rQmH/ #2 iQ r`Bi2 i?2 rQ`F2` iQ mb2 /Bz2`2Mi ivT2 i?M i?2 Q`B;BMH T`Q;`K i?i bmTTQ`ib KQ`22{+B2Mi QT2`iBQMb- i?mb ?QT27mHHv `2bmHiBM; BM  KQ`2 2{@+B2Mi T`Q;`K Qp2`HHX :BHH M/ >miiQM ;p2 +QM/BiBQMb 7Q`i?2 +Q``2+iM2bb Q7 i?2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMc ?2`2 r2 T`2b2Mi i?2KQ`2 ;2M2`H i?2Q`v M/ +Q``2+iM2bbb +QM/BiBQMb `2+2MiHv /2@p2HQT2/ #v a+mHi?Q`T2 M/ >miiQM (k8)X
jXR h?2 6Bt h?2Q`v
h?2 B/2 Q7 i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM 7Q` }t2/@TQBMib Bb b 7QHHQrbX :Bp2M  `2+m`bBp2 T`Q;`K T`Q; Q7 bQK2ivT2 - r2 +M r`Bi2 T`Q; b bQK2 7mM+iBQM 7 Q7 Bib2H7,
T`Q; :: 
T`Q; = 7 T`Q;
q2 +M `2r`Bi2 i?Bb /2}MBiBQM bQ i?i Bi Bb 2tTHB+BiHv r`Bii2MmbBM; i?2 r2HH@FMQrM }tTQBMi QT2`iQ` 7Bt,
7Bt :: (→ ) → 
7Bt 7 = 7 (7Bt 7)
`2bmHiBM; BM i?2 7QHHQrBM; /2}MBiBQM,
T`Q; = 7Bt 7
L2ti- r2 r`Bi2 7mM+iBQMb #b ::"→  M/ `2T ::→ " i?iHHQr mb iQ +QMp2`i 7`QK i?2 Q`B;BMH ivT2  iQ bQK2 Qi?2`ivT2 " i?i bmTTQ`ib KQ`2 2{+B2Mi QT2`iBQMbX q2 }MBb? #v+QMbi`m+iBM;  M2r 7mM+iBQM ; : " → " i?i HHQrb mb iQ`2r`Bi2 Qm` Q`B;BMH /2}MBiBQM Q7 T`Q; b 7QHHQrb,
T`Q; = #b (7Bt ;)
>2`2 #b Bb i?2 r`TT2` 7mM+iBQM- r?BH2 7Bt ; Bb i?2 rQ`F2`Xh?2 Tii2`M Q7 i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM +M #2+Tim`2/ #v  i?2Q`2K i?i 2tT`2bb2b M2+2bb`v M/ bm{@+B2Mi +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` Bib +Q``2+iM2bb (k8)X h?Bb i?2Q`2K ?bbbmKTiBQMb i?i 2tT`2bb i?2 `2[mB`2/ `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22Mi?2 7mM+iBQMb #b M/ `2T- M/ +QM/BiBQMb i?i T`QpB/2 bT2+B}+iBQM 7Q` i?2 7mM+iBQM ; BM i2`Kb Q7 #b- `2T M/ 7,
h?2Q`2K R UqQ`F2`fq`TT2` 6+iQ`BbiBQMVX
:Bp2M
#b : "→  7 : → `2T : → " ; : "→ "
biBb7vBM; QM2 Q7 i?2 bbmKTiBQMb
(A) #b ◦ `2T = idA
(B) #b ◦ `2T ◦ 7 = 7
(C) 7Bt (#b ◦ `2T ◦ 7) = 7Bt 7
M/ QM2 Q7 i?2 +QM/BiBQMb
URV ; = `2T ◦ 7 ◦ #b URβV 7Bt ; = 7Bt (`2T ◦ 7 ◦ #b)UkV ; ◦ `2T = `2T ◦ 7 UkβV 7Bt ; = `2T (7Bt 7)UjV 7 ◦ #b = #b ◦ ;
r2 ?p2 i?2 7+iQ`BbiBQM
7Bt 7 = #b (7Bt ;)
h?2 /Bz2`2Mi bbmKTiBQMb M/ +QM/BiBQMb HHQr QM2 iQ+?QQb2 r?B+? rBHH #2 2bB2bi iQ p2`B7vX
jXk S`QpBM; 6bi _2p2`b2 *Q``2+i
_2+HH QM+2 ;BM i?2 Mśp2 /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p2`b2,
`2p2`b2 :: [ ] → []
`2p2`b2 [ ] = [ ]
`2p2`b2 (t : tb) = `2p2`b2 tb++ [t ]
b r2 K2MiBQM2/ #27Q`2- i?Bb Mśp2 BKTH2K2MiiBQM Bb BM27@}+B2Mi /m2 iQ i?2 mb2 Q7 i?2 TT2M/ QT2`iBQM ++X q2 rQmH/HBF2 iQ mb2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` 7+iQ`BbiBQM iQ BKT`Qp2 BiX h?2}`bi bi2T Bb iQ `2r`Bi2 i?2 7mM+iBQM mbBM; 7Bt,
`2p2`b2 = 7Bt `2p
`2p :: ([ ] → [ ]) → ([] → [])
`2p ` [ ] = [ ]
`2p ` (t : tb) = ` tb++ [t ]
h?2 M2ti bi2T BM TTHvBM; rQ`F2`fr`TT2` Bb iQ b2H2+i M2r ivT2 iQ `2TH+2 i?2 Q`B;BMH ivT2 [] → [ ]- M/ iQr`Bi2 #b M/ `2T 7mM+iBQMb iQ T2`7Q`K i?2 +QMp2`bBQMbX q2+M `2T`2b2Mi  HBbi tb #v Bib /Bz2`2M+2 HBbi λvb → tb ++ vb-b }`bi /2KQMbi`i2/ #v >m;?2b (Rk)X .Bz2`2M+2 HBbib ?p2i?2 /pMi;2 i?i i?2 mbmHHv +QbiHv QT2`iBQM Q7 ++ +M #2BKTH2K2Mi2/ rBi? 7mM+iBQM +QKTQbBiBQM- ivTB+HHv H2/BM; iQM BM+`2b2 Q7 2{+B2M+vX q2 r`Bi2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; 7mM+iBQMb iQ+QMp2`i #2ir22M i?2 irQ `2T`2b2MiiBQMb,
ivT2 .B77GBbi  = [] → [ ]
iQ.B77 :: [] → .B77GBbi 
iQ.B77 tb = λvb→ tb++ vb
7`QK.B77 :: .B77GBbi → [ ]
7`QK.B77 ? = ? [ ]
q2 ?p2 7`QK.B77 ◦ iQ.B77 = B/,
7`QK.B77 (iQ.B77 tb)
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 iQ.B77 '
7`QK.B77 (λvb→ tb++ vb)
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 7`QK.B77 '
(λvb→ tb++ vb) [ ]
= & β@`2/m+iBQM '
tb++ [ ]
= & [ ] Bb B/2MiBiv Q7 ++ '
tb
6`QK i?2b2 7mM+iBQMb Bi Bb bi`B;?i7Q`r`/ iQ +`2i2 i?2+imH #b M/ `2T 7mM+iBQMbX h?2b2 +QMp2`i #2ir22M i?2Q`B;BMH 7mM+iBQM ivT2 [ ] → [] M/  M2r 7mM+iBQM ivT2
[ ] → .B77GBbi  r?2`2 i?2 `2im`M2/ pHm2 Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ b /Bz2`2M+2 HBbi- `i?2` i?M  `2;mH` HBbi,
`2T :: ([ ] → [ ]) → ([] → .B77GBbi )
`2T ? = iQ.B77 ◦ ?
#b :: ([] → .B77GBbi ) → ([] → [])
#b ? = 7`QK.B77 ◦ ?
bbmKTiBQM UV ?QH/b i`BpBHHv,
#b (`2T ?)
= & /2}MBiBQMb Q7 #b M/ `2T '
7`QK.B77 ◦ iQ.B77 ◦ ?
= & 7`QK.B77 ◦ iQ.B77 = B/ '
?
LQr r2 Kmbi p2`B7v i?i i?2 /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p+i i?i r2+H+mHi2/ BM i?2 T`2pBQmb b2+iBQM
`2p+i [ ] vb = vb
`2p+i (t : tb) vb = `2p+i tb (t : vb)
biBb}2b QM2 Q7 i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` +QM/BiBQMbX q2 }`bi`2r`Bi2 `2p+i b M 2tTHB+Bi }t2/ TQBMiX
`2p+i = 7Bt `2p′
`2p′ ? [ ] vb = vb
`2p′ ? (t : tb) vb = ? tb (t : vb)
q2 MQr p2`B7v +QM/BiBQM UkV- `2p′ ◦ `2T = `2T ◦ `2p- r?B+?2tTM/b iQ `2p′ (`2T `) tb = `2T (`2p `) tbX q2 +H+mHi27`QK i?2 `B;?i@?M/ bB/2- T2`7Q`KBM; +b2 MHvbBb QM tbX6B`biHv- r2 +H+mHi2 7Q` i?2 +b2 r?2M tb Bb 2KTiv,
`2T (`2p `) [ ]
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2T '
iQ.B77 (`2p ` [ ])
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p '
iQ.B77 [ ]
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 iQ.B77 '
λvb→ [ ] ++ vb
= & [ ] Bb B/2MiBiv Q7 ++ '
λvb→ vb
= & /2}MBiQM Q7 `2p′ '
`2p′ (`2T `) [ ]
M/ i?2M 7Q` i?2 +b2 r?2`2 tb Bb MQM@2KTiv,
`2T (`2p `) (t : tb)
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2T '
iQ.B77 (`2p ` (t : tb))
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p '
iQ.B77 (` tb++ [t ])
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 iQ.B77 '
λvb→ (` tb++ [t]) ++ vb
= & bbQ+BiBpBiv M/ /2}MBiBQM Q7 ++ '
λvb→ ` tb++ (t : vb)
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 iQ.B77 '
λvb→ iQ.B77 (` tb) (t : vb)
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2T '
λvb→ `2T ` tb (t : vb)
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p′ '
`2p′ (`2T `) (t : tb)
6Q` iQiH +Q``2+iM2bb QM BM}MBi2 HBbib r2 Kmbi HbQ p2`B7v i?2+QM/BiBQM ?QH/b 7Q` i?2 mM/2}M2/ pHm2 ⊥,
`2T (`2p `) ⊥
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2T '
iQ.B77 (`2p ` ⊥)
= & `2p Tii2`M Ki+?2b QM b2+QM/ `;mK2Mi '
iQ.B77 ⊥
= & /2}MBiBQM Q7 iQ.B77 '
λvb→ ⊥++ vb
= & ++ bi`B+i BM }`bi `;mK2Mi '
λvb→ ⊥
= & `2p′ Tii2`M Ki+?2b QM b2+QM/ `;mK2Mi '
`2p′ (`2T `) ⊥
LQr i?i r2 FMQr Qm` `2p′ biBb}2b +QM/BiBQM UkV- r2 ?p2 M2r /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p2`b2
`2p2`b2 = #b `2p+i = 7`QK.B77 ◦ `2p+i
r?B+? 2i@2tTM/b b 7QHHQrb,
`2p2`b2 tb = `2p+i tb [ ]
`2p+i [ ] vb = vb
`2p+i (t : tb) vb = `2p+i tb (t : vb)
h?2 2M/ `2bmHi Bb i?2 bK2 BKT`Qp2/ /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p2`b2 r2?/ #27Q`2X h?mb i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i?2Q`v ?b HHQr2/ mbiQ 7Q`KHHv p2`B7v i?2 +Q``2+iM2bb Q7 Qm` 2`HB2` i`Mb7Q`K@iBQMX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 mb2 Q7  ;2M2`H i?2Q`v ?b HHQr2/mb iQ pQB/ i?2 M22/ 7Q` BM/m+iBQM r?B+? rQmH/ mbmHHv #2M22/2/ iQ `2bQM #Qmi `2+m`bBp2 /2}MBiBQMbX
9X AKT`Qp2K2Mi h?2Q`v
h?mb 7` r2 ?p2 QMHv `2bQM2/ #Qmi +Q``2+iM2bbX AM Q`@/2` iQ /2p2HQT  rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i?2Q`v i?i +M T`Qp2 2{@+B2M+v T`QT2`iB2b- r2 M22/ M QT2`iBQMH i?2Q`v Q7 T`Q;`KBKT`Qp2K2MiX JQ`2 i?M Dmbi 2tT`2bbBM; 2ti2MbBQMH BM7Q`@KiBQM- i?Bb b?QmH/ #2 #b2/ QM BMi2MbBQMH T`QT2`iB2b Q7`2bQm`+2b i?i  T`Q;`K `2[mB`2bX 6Q` i?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 i?BbTT2`- i?2 `2bQm`+2 r2 b?HH +QMbB/2` Bb 2t2+miBQM iBK2Xq2 ?p2 irQ KBM /2bB;M ;QHb 7Q` Qm` QT2`iBQMH i?2Q`vX6B`biHv- Bi Qm;?i iQ #2 #b2/ QM i?2 QT2`iBQMH b2KMiB+bQ7  `2HBbiB+ T`Q;`KKBM; HM;m;2- bQ i?i +QM+HmbBQMbr2 /`r 7`QK Bi `2 b TTHB+#H2 b TQbbB#H2X a2+QM/Hv-Bi b?QmH/ #2 K2M#H2 iQ i2+?MB[m2b bm+? b UBMV2[miBQMH`2bQMBM;- b i?2b2 `2 i?2 i2+?MB[m2b r2 mb2/ iQ TTHv i?2rQ`F2`fr`TT2` +Q``2+iM2bb i?2Q`vX6Q` i?2 }`bi ;QH- r2 mb2  HM;m;2 rBi? bBKBH` bvMitM/ b2KMiB+b iQ :>* *Q`2- 2t+2Ti i?i `;mK2Mib iQ7mM+iBQMb `2 `2[mB`2/ iQ #2 iQKB+- b rb i?2 +b2 BM 2`HB2`p2`bBQMb Q7 i?2 HM;m;2 (ky)X ULQ`KHBbiBQM Q7 i?2 +m``2Mip2`bBQM Q7 :>* *Q`2 BMiQ i?Bb 7Q`K Bb bi`B;?i7Q`r`/XV h?2HM;m;2 Bb +HH@#v@M22/- `2~2+iBM; i?2 mb2 Q7 Hxv 2pHmiBQMBM >bF2HHX h?2 2{+B2M+v #2?pBQm` Q7 +HH@#v@M22/ T`Q;`KbBb MQiQ`BQmbHv +QmMi2`BMimBiBp2X Pm` ?QT2 Bb i?i T`QpB/BM;7Q`KH i2+?MB[m2b 7Q` `2bQMBM; #Qmi +HH@#v@M22/ 2{+B2M+vr2 rBHH ;Q bQK2 rv iQr`/ 2bBM; i?Bb T`Q#H2KX6Q` i?2 b2+QM/ ;QH- Qm` i?2Q`v Kmbi #2 #b2/ `QmM/`2HiBQM _ i?i Bb  T`2Q`/2`- b i`MbBiBpBiv M/ `2~2tBpBiv`2 M2+2bb`v 7Q` BM2[miBQMH `2bQMBM; iQ #2 pHB/X 6m`@i?2`KQ`2- iQ bmTTQ`i `2bQMBM; BM  +QKTQbBiBQMH KMM2`-Bi Bb 2bb2MiBH iQ HHQr bm#biBimiBQMX h?i Bb- ;Bp2M i2`Kb MM/ N - B7 M _ N i?2M C[M ] _ C[N ] b?QmH/ HbQ ?QH/7Q` Mv +QMi2ti CX  `2HiBQM _ i?i biBb}2b #Qi? Q7 i?2b2T`QT2`iB2b Bb +HH2/  T`2+QM;`m2M+2X Mśp2 TT`Q+? iQ K2bm`BM; 2t2+miBQM iBK2 rQmH/ #2iQ bBKTHv +QmMi i?2 MmK#2` Q7 bi2Tb iF2M iQ 2pHmi2 i2`K iQ bQK2 MQ`KH 7Q`K- M/ +QMbB/2` i?i  i2`K M
Bb KQ`2 2{+B2Mi i?M  i2`K N B7 Bib 2pHmiBQM }MBb?2bBM 72r2` bi2TbX h?2 `2bmHiBM; `2HiBQM Bb +H2`Hv  T`2Q`/2`c?Qr2p2` Bi Bb MQi  T`2+QM;`m2M+2 BM  +HH@#v@M22/ b2iiBM;-#2+mb2 K2MBM;7mH +QKTmiiBQMb +M #2 /QM2 rBi? i2`Kbi?i `2 MQi 7mHHv MQ`KHBb2/X 6Q` 2tKTH2- Dmbi #2+mb2 MMQ`KHBb2b M/ N /Q2b MQi- Bi /Q2b MQi 7QHHQr i?i M BbM2+2bb`BHv KQ`2 2{+B2Mi BM HH +QMi2tibXh?2 TT`Q+? r2 mb2 Bb /m2 iQ JQ`M M/ aM/b (R8)X_i?2` i?M +QmMiBM; i?2 bi2Tb iF2M iQ MQ`KHBb2  i2`K-r2 +QKT`2 i?2 bi2Tb iF2M BM HH +QMi2tib- M/ QMHv bvi?i M Bb BKT`Qp2/ #v N B7 7Q` Mv +QMi2ti C- i?2 i2`K
C[M ] `2[mB`2b MQ KQ`2 2pHmiBQM bi2Tb i?M i?2 i2`K C[N ]Xh?2 `2bmHi Bb  `2HiBQM i?i Bb i`BpBHHv  T`2+QM;`m2M+2,Bi BM?2`Bib i`MbBiBpBiv M/ `2~2tBpBiv 7`QK i?2 MmK2`B+HQ`/2`BM; ⩽- M/ Bb bm#biBimiBp2 #v /2}MBiBQMXAKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v (kj) rb Q`B;BMHHv /2p2HQT2/ 7Q`+HH@#v@MK2 HM;m;2b #v aM/b (kR)X h?2 `2KBM/2` Q7 i?Bbb2+iBQM T`2b2Mib i?2 +HH@#v@M22/ iBK2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v/m2 iQ JQ`M M/ aM/b (R8)- r?B+? rBHH T`QpB/2 i?2 b2iiBM;7Q` Qm` QT2`iBQMH rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i?2Q`vX h?2 2bb2MiBH/Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M +HH@#v@MK2 M/ +HH@#v@M22/ Bb i?i i?2Hii2` BKTH2K2Mib  b?`BM; bi`i2;v- pQB/BM; i?2 `2T2i2/2pHmiBQM Q7 i2`Kb i?i `2 mb2/ KQ`2 i?M QM+2X
9XR PT2`iBQMH a2KMiB+b Q7 i?2 *Q`2 GM;m;2
q2 b?HH #2;BM #v T`2b2MiBM; i?2 QT2`iBQMH KQ/2H i?i7Q`Kb i?2 #bBb Q7 i?Bb BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`vX h?2 b2KMiB+bT`2b2Mi2/ ?2`2 `2 Q`B;BMHHv /m2 iQ a2biQ7i (kd)Xq2 bi`i 7`QK  b2i Q7 p`B#H2b o` M/  b2i Q7 +QMbi`m+@iQ`b *QMX q2 bbmK2 HH +QMbi`m+iQ`b ?p2  }t2/ `BivX h?2;`KK` Q7 i2`Kb Bb b 7QHHQrb,





| H2i { x⃗ = M⃗ } BM N
| + x⃗
| +b2M Q7 {ci x⃗i → Ni}
q2 mb2 x⃗ = M⃗ b  b?Q`i?M/ 7Q`  HBbi Q7 #BM/BM;b Q7 i?27Q`K t = M X aBKBH`Hv- r2 mb2 ci x⃗i → Ni b  b?Q`i?M/7Q`  HBbi Q7 +b2b Q7 i?2 7Q`K + x⃗ → N X HH +QMbi`m+iQ`b`2 bbmK2/ iQ #2 bim`i2/- i?i Bb- r2 bbmK2 i?i Mv
x⃗ i?i Bb i?2 QT2`M/ Q7  +QMbi`m+iQ` + ?b H2M;i? 2[mHiQ i?2 `Biv Q7 +X GBi2`Hb `2 `2T`2b2Mi2/ #v +QMbi`m+iQ`b Q7`Biv yX q2 i`2i α@2[mBpH2Mi i2`Kb b B/2MiB+HX i2`K Bb  pHm2 B7 Bi Bb Q7 i?2 7Q`K + x⃗ Q` λt → M X AM>bF2HH i?Bb Bb `272``2/ iQ b  r2F ?2/ MQ`KH 7Q`KX q2b?HH mb2 H2ii2`b bm+? b o- q iQ /2MQi2 pHm2 i2`KbXh2`K +QMi2tib iF2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; 7Q`K- rBi? bm#biBimiBQM/2}M2/ BM i?2 Q#pBQmb rvX




| H2i {x⃗ = C⃗} BM D
| + x⃗
| +b2 C Q7 {ci x⃗i → Di}
 pHm2 +QMi2ti Bb  +QMi2ti i?i Bb 2Bi?2`  HK#/ #bi`+@iBQM Q`  +QMbi`m+iQ` TTHB2/ iQ p`B#H2bXh?2 `2bi`B+iBQM i?i i?2 `;mK2Mib Q7 7mM+iBQMb M/ +QM@bi`m+iQ`b Hrvb #2 p`B#H2b ?b i?2 2z2+i i?i HH #BM/BM;b
⟨Γ {t = M }, t,a⟩ → ⟨Γ,M,Ot : a⟩ & GQQFmT '
⟨Γ,o,Ot : a⟩ → ⟨Γ {t = o},o,a⟩ & lT/i2 '
⟨Γ,M t,a⟩ → ⟨Γ,M, t : a⟩ & lMrBM/ '
⟨Γ, λt→M, v : a⟩ → ⟨Γ,M [v / t ],a⟩ & am#bi '
⟨Γ, +b2M Q7 Hib,a⟩ → ⟨Γ,M, Hib : a⟩ & *b2 '
⟨Γ, cj y⃗, {ci x⃗i → Ni} : a⟩ → ⟨Γ, Nj [ y⃗ / x⃗j ],a⟩ & "`M+? '
⟨Γ, H2i { x⃗ = M⃗ } BM N,a⟩ → ⟨Γ {x⃗ = M⃗ }, N,a⟩ & G2i`2+ '
6B;m`2 RX h?2 +HH@#v@M22/ #bi`+i K+?BM2
K/2 /m`BM; 2pHmiBQM Kmbi ?p2 #22M +`2i2/ #v  H2iXaQK2iBK2b r2 rBHH mb2 M N Ur?2`2 N Bb MQi  p`B#H2V b b?Q`i?M/ 7Q` H2i {t = N } BM M t- r?2`2 t Bb 7`2b?X q2mb2 i?Bb b?Q`i?M/ 7Q` #Qi? i2`Kb M/ +QMi2tibXM #bi`+i K+?BM2 7Q` 2t2+miBM; i2`Kb BM i?2 HM;m;2KBMiBMb  bii2 ⟨Γ,M,a⟩ +QMbBbiBM; Q7,  ?2T Γ- ;Bp2M #v b2i Q7 #BM/BM;b 7`QK p`B#H2b iQ i2`Kbc i?2 i2`KM +m``2MiHv#2BM; 2pHmi2/c i?2 2pHmiBQM bi+F a- ;Bp2M #v  HBbi Q7iQF2Mb mb2/ #v i?2 #bi`+i K+?BM2X h?2 K+?BM2 rQ`Fb#v 2pHmiBM; i?2 +m``2Mi i2`K iQ  pHm2- M/ i?2M /2+B/2br?i iQ /Q rBi? i?2 pHm2 #b2/ QM i?2 iQT Q7 i?2 bi+FX"BM/BM;b ;2M2`i2/ #v H2i +QMbi`m+ib `2 Tmi QM i?2 ?2T-M/ QMHv iF2M Qz r?2M T2`7Q`KBM;  GQQFmTX  GQQFmT2t2+mi2b #v TmiiBM;  iQF2M QM i?2 bi+F `2T`2b2MiBM; r?2`2i?2 i2`K rb HQQF2/ mT- M/ i?2M 2pHmiBM; i?i i2`K iQpHm2 7Q`K #27Q`2 `2TH+BM; Bi QM i?2 ?2TX AM i?Bb rv- 2+?#BM/BM; Bb QMHv 2p2` 2pHmi2/ i KQbi QM+2X h?2 b2KMiB+bQ7 i?2 K+?BM2 Bb ;Bp2M BM 6B;m`2 RX LQi2 i?i i?2 G2i`2+`mH2 bbmK2b i?i x⃗ Bb /BbDQBMi 7`QK i?2 /QKBM Q7 Γc B7 MQi-r2 M22/ QMHv α@`2MK2 bQ i?i i?Bb Bb i?2 +b2X
9Xk h?2 *Qbi JQ/2H M/ AKT`Qp2K2Mi _2HiBQMb
LQr i?i r2 ?p2  b2KMiB+b 7Q` Qm` KQ/2H- r2 Kmbi/2pBb2  +Qbi KQ/2H 7Q` i?Bb b2KMiB+bX h?2 Mim`H rviQ /Q i?Bb 7Q` M QT2`iBQMH b2KMiB+b Bb iQ +QmMi bi2TbiF2M iQ 2pHmi2  ;Bp2M i2`KX q2 mb2 i?2 MQiiBQM M↓n iQK2M i?2 #bi`+i K+?BM2 T`Q;`2bb2b 7`QK i?2 BMBiBH bii2
⟨∅,M, ϵ⟩ iQ bQK2 }MH bii2 ⟨Γ,o, ϵ⟩ rBi? n Q++m`2M+2b Q7 i?2
GQQFmT bi2TX Ai Bb bm{+B2Mi iQ +QmMi GQQFmT bi2Tb #2+mb2i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 bi2Tb Bb #QmM/2/ #v  HBM2` 7mM+iBQM Q7i?2 MmK#2` Q7 GQQFmT bi2Tb (R8)X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- r2 mb2 i?2
MQiiBQM M↓⩽n iQ K2M i?i M↓m 7Q` bQK2 m ⩽ nX6`QK i?Bb- r2 +M /2}M2 Qm` BKT`Qp2K2Mi `2HiBQMX q2bv i?i ǳM Bb BKT`Qp2/ #v NǴ- r`Bii2M M ▷
∼
N - B7 i?27QHHQrBM; bii2K2Mi ?QH/b 7Q` HH +QMi2tib C,
C[M ]↓m=⇒ C[N ]↓⩽m





M X A7 #Qi? M ▷
∼
N M/ M ◁
∼
N - r2 r`Bi2 M ◁▷
∼
N M/bv i?i M M/ N `2 +Qbi@2[mBpH2MiX6Q` +QMp2MB2M+2- r2 /2}M2  ǳiB+FǴ QT2`iBQM QM i2`Kbi?i //b 2t+iHv QM2 mMBi Q7 +Qbi iQ  i2`K,
✓M ≡ H2i {t = M } BM t & r?2`2 t Bb 7`22 BM M '
h?Bb /2}MBiBQM 7Q` ✓M iF2b 2t+iHv irQ bi2Tb iQ 2pHmi2iQ M , QM2 iQ // i?2 #BM/BM; iQ i?2 ?2T- M/ i?2 Qi?2` iQHQQF Bi mTX PMHv QM2 Q7 i?2b2 bi2Tb Bb  GQQFmT bi2T- bQ i?2`2bmHi Bb i?i i?2 +Qbi Q7 2pHmiBM; i?2 i2`K Bb BM+`2b2/ #v2t+iHv QM2X lbBM; iB+Fb HHQrb mb iQ MMQii2 i2`Kb rBi? BM@
/BpB/mH mMBib Q7 +Qbi- HHQrBM; mb iQ mb2 `mH2b iQ ǳTmb?Ǵ +Qbi`QmM/  i2`K- KFBM; i?2 +H+mHiBQMb KQ`2 +QMp2MB2MiXq2 +QmH/ HbQ /2}M2 i?2 iB+F QT2`iBQM #v //BM; Bi iQ i?2;`KK` Q7 i2`Kb M/ KQ/B7vBM; i?2 #bi`+i K+?BM2 M/+Qbi KQ/2H ++Q`/BM;Hv- #mi i?Bb /2}MBiBQM Bb 2[mBpH2MiX q2?p2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; Hr, ✓M ▷
∼
M Xh?2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi `2HiBQM ▷
∼
+Qp2`b r?2M QM2 i2`K Bb iH2bi b 2{+B2Mi b MQi?2` BM HH +QMi2tib- #mi i?Bb Bb  p2`vbi`QM; bii2K2MiX q2 mb2 i?2 MQiBQM Q7 ǳr2F BKT`Qp2K2MiǴr?2M QM2 i2`K Bb i H2bi b 2{+B2Mi b MQi?2` rBi?BM +QMbiMi 7+iQ`X aT2+B}+HHv- r2 bv M Bb r2FHv BKT`Qp2/#v N - r`Bii2M M ▷
≈
N - B7 i?2`2 2tBbib  HBM2` 7mM+iBQM
f(x) = kx + c Ur?2`2 k, c ⩾ 0V bm+? i?i i?2 7QHHQrBM;bii2K2Mi ?QH/b 7Q` HH +QMi2tib C,
C[M ]↓m=⇒ C[N ]↓⩽f(m)








Ai 7QHHQrb 7`QK i?Bb i?i Mv BKT`Qp2K2Mi M ▷
∼
N +M #2r2F2M2/ iQ  r2F BKT`Qp2K2Mi J′ ▷
≈
L′ r?2`2 M ′ M/ N ′/2MQi2 i?2 i2`Kb M M/ N rBi? HH i?2 iB+Fb `2KQp2/Xh?2 Hbi MQiiBQM r2 /2}M2 Bb 2MiBHK2Mi- r?B+? Bb mb2/r?2M r2 ?p2  +?BM Q7 BKT`Qp2K2Mib i?i HH TTHv rBi?`2bT2+i iQ  T`iB+mH` b2i Q7 /2}MBiBQMbX aT2+B}+HHv- r?2`2









H2i Γ BMM1 ▷
∼
H2i Γ BMM2 ▷
∼




q2 }MBb? i?Bb b2+iBQM rBi?  b2H2+iBQM Q7 Hrb iF2M 7`QK (R8)Xh?2 }`bi irQ `2 β@`2/m+iBQM `mH2bX h?2 7QHHQrBM; +Qbi 2[mBp@H2M+2 ?QH/b 7Q` 7mM+iBQM TTHB+iBQM,
(λt→M) v ◁▷
∼
M [v / t ]
h?Bb ?QH/b #2+mb2 i?2 #bi`+i K+?BM2 2pHmi2b i?2 H27i@?M/@bB/2 iQ i?2 `B;?i@?M/@bB/2 rBi?Qmi T2`7Q`KBM; Mv
GQQFmTb- `2bmHiBM; i?2 bK2 ?2T M/ bi+F b #27Q`2X LQi2i?i i?2 bm#biBimiBQM Bb p`B#H2@7Q`@p`B#H2- b i?2 ;`KK`7Q` Qm` HM;m;2 `2[mB`2b i?i i?2 `;mK2Mi iQ 7mM+iBQMTTHB+iBQM Hrvb #2  p`B#H2XAM ;2M2`H- r?2`2  i2`K M +M #2 2pHmi2/ iQ  i2`K







h?2 Hii2` 7+i Kv #2 MQM@Q#pBQmb- #mi Bi ?QH/b #2+mb22pHmiBM;  i2`K rBHH T`Q/m+2  +QMbiMi MmK#2` Q7 iB+Fb-M/ iB+F@2HBKBMiBQM Bb  r2F +Qbi@2[mBpH2M+2X AM i?Bb KM@M2` r2 +M b22 i?i T`iBH 2pHmiBQM #v Bib2H7 rBHH M2p2` bp2KQ`2 i?M  +QMbiMi@7+iQ` Q7 iBK2Xh?2 7QHHQrBM; +Qbi 2[mBpH2M+2 HHQrb mb iQ bm#biBimi2 p`B#H2 7Q` Bib #BM/BM;X >Qr2p2`- MQi2 i?i i?Bb Bb QMHv pHB/7Q` pHm2b- b #BM/BM;b iQ Qi?2` i2`Kb rBHH #2 KQ/B}2/ BM i?2+Qm`b2 Q7 2t2+miBQMX q2 i?mb +HH i?Bb `mH2 pHm2@βX
H2i {t = o, y⃗ = C⃗[t ]} BM D[t ]
◁▷
∼H2i {t = o, y⃗ = C⃗[✓o ]} BM D[✓o ]
h?2 7QHHQrBM; Hr HHQrb mb iQ KQp2 H2i #BM/BM;b BM M/Qmi Q7  +QMi2ti r?2M i?2 #BM/BM; Bb iQ  pHm2X LQi2 i?ir2 bbmK2 i?i x /Q2b MQi TT2` 7`22 BM C- r?B+? +M #22Mbm`2/ #v α@`2MKBM;- M/ i?i MQ 7`22 p`B#H2b BM V `2+Tim`2/ BM CX q2 +HH i?Bb `mH2 pHm2 H2i@~QiBM;X
C[H2i {t = o} BMM ] ◁▷
∼
H2i {t = o} BM C[M ]
q2 HbQ ?p2  ;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM Hr HHQrBM; mb iQ
`2KQp2 mMmb2/ #BM/BM;bX bbmKBM; i?i x Bb MQi 7`22 BM N⃗Q` L- r2 ?p2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; +Qbi 2[mBpH2M+2,
H2i {t = M ; y⃗ = N⃗ } BM G ◁▷
∼
H2i { y⃗ = N⃗ } BM G
h?2 }MH Hr r2 T`2b2Mi ?2`2 Bb i?2 `mH2 Q7 BKT`Qp2K2MiBM/m+iBQMX h?2 p2`bBQM i?i r2 T`2b2Mi Bb bi`QM;2` i?M i?2p2`bBQM BM (R8)- #mi +M #2 Q#iBM2/ #v  bBKTH2 KQ/B}+iBQMQ7 i?2 T`QQ7 ;Bp2M i?2`2X 6Q` Mv b2i Q7 pHm2 #BM/BM;b Γ M/+QMi2ti C- r2 ?p2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; `mH2,
Γ ⊢M ▷
∼






h?Bb HHQrb mb iQ T`Qp2 M M ▷
∼
N bBKTHv #v }M/BM; +QMi2ti C r?2`2 r2 +M ǳmM7QH/Ǵ M iQ ✓C[M ] M/ ǳ7QH/Ǵ












AM i?Bb rv i?2 i2+?MB[m2 Bb bBKBH` iQ T`QQ7 T`BM+BTH2bbm+? b ;m`/2/ +QBM/m+iBQM (9- k3)Xb  +Q`QHH`v iQ i?Bb Hr- r2 ?p2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; Hr 7Q`+Qbi@2[mBpH2M+2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi BM/m+iBQMX 6Q` Mv b2i Q7 pHm2#BM/BM;b Γ M/ +QMi2ti C- r2 ?p2,
Γ ⊢M ◁▷
∼






h?2 T`QQ7 Bb bBKTHv iQ bi`i 7`QK i?2 bbmKTiBQMb M/ KF2irQ TTHB+iBQMb Q7 BKT`Qp2K2Mi BM/m+iBQM, }`bi iQ T`Qp2
M ▷
∼
N - M/ b2+QM/ iQ T`Qp2 N ▷
∼
M X
8X qQ`F2`fq`TT2` M/ AKT`Qp2K2Mi
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM- r2 T`Qp2  7+iQ`BbiBQM i?2Q`2K 7Q` BK@T`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v MHQ;Qmb iQ i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` 7+@iQ`BbiBQM i?2Q`2K ;Bp2M BM b2+iBQM jXRX "27Q`2 r2 /Q i?Bb-?Qr2p2`- r2 Kmbi T`Qp2 irQ T`2HBKBM`v `2bmHib,  `QHHBM;`mH2 M/  7mbBQM `mH2X _QHHBM; M/ 7mbBQM `2 +2Mi`H iQi?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM (d- Rj)- bQ Bi Bb QMHvMim`H i?i r2 rQmH/ M22/ p2`bBQMb Q7 i?2b2 iQ TTHvrQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM BM i?Bb +QMi2tiX
8XR S`2HBKBM`v _2bmHib
h?2 }`bi `mH2 r2 T`Qp2 Bb i?2 `QHHBM; `mH2- bQ MK2/ #2+mb2Q7 Bib bBKBH`Biv iQ i?2 `QHHBM; `mH2 7Q` H2bi@}t2/ TQBMibX AMT`iB+mH`- 7Q` Mv TB` Q7 pHm2 +QMi2tib F- G- r2 ?p2 i?27QHHQrBM; r2F +Qbi 2[mBpH2M+2,
H2i {t = F[G[t ]]} BM G[t ] ◁▷
≈
H2i {t = G[F[t ]]} BM t
h?2 T`QQ7 #2;BMb rBi? M TTHB+iBQM Q7 +Qbi@2[mBpH2M+2BKT`Qp2K2Mi BM/m+iBQMX q2 H2i Γ = {t = F[✓G[t ]], v =
G[✓F[v ]]}- M = ✓G[t ]- N = v- C = G[✓F[−]]X h?2T`2KBb2b Q7 BM/m+iBQM `2 T`Qp2/ b 7QHHQrb,
Γ ⊢M






≡ & /2}MBiBQMb '
✓C[M ]
M/
Γ ⊢ ✓C[N ]






≡ & /2}MBiBQMb '
N
h?mb r2 +M +QM+Hm/2 Γ ⊢ M ◁▷
∼
N - Q` 2[mBpH2MiHvH2i Γ BM M ◁▷
∼
H2i Γ BM N X q2 2tTM/ i?Bb Qmi M/ T@THv ;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM iQ `2KQp2 i?2 mMmb2/ #BM/BM;b,
H2i {t = F[✓G[t ]]} BM✓G[t ] ◁▷
∼
H2i {v = G[✓F[v ]]} BM v





H2i {t = F[t ]} BM H[t ] ▷
≈
H2i {t = G[t ]} BM t
6Q` i?2 T`QQ7- r2 bbmK2 i?2 T`2KBb2 M/ T`Q+22/ #vBKT`Qp2K2Mi BM/m+iBQMX G2i Γ = {t = F[t ], v = G[v ]}-
M = ✓H[t]- N = v- C = GX h?2 T`2KBb2b `2 T`Qp2/ #v,
Γ ⊢M








& #v bbmKTiBQM '
✓G[✓H[t ]]
≡ & /2}MBiBQM '
✓C[M ]
M/
Γ ⊢ ✓C[N ]




& pHm2 #2i '
v
≡ & /2}MBiBQM '
N
h?mb r2 +QM+Hm/2 i?i Γ ⊢M ▷
∼
N X 1tTM/BM; M/ TTHvBM;;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM- r2 Q#iBM i?2 7QHHQrBM;,
H2i {t = F[t ]} BM✓H[t ] ▷
∼
H2i v = G[v ] BM v





H2i {t = F[t ]} BM H[t] ◁
≈
H2i {t = G[t ]} BM t
6Q` #Qi? i?2 `QHHBM; M/ 7mbBQM `mH2b- r2 }`bi T`Qp2/ p2`bBQM Q7 i?2 +QM+HmbBQM rBi? MQ`KH BKT`Qp2K2Mi- M/i?2M r2F2M2/ iQ r2F BKT`Qp2K2MiX q2 /Q i?Bb iQ pQB/?pBM; iQ /2H rBi? iB+Fb- M/ #2+mb2 i?2 r2F2` p2`bBQM Bbbi`QM; 2MQm;? 7Q` Qm` Tm`TQb2bXJQ`M M/ aM/b HbQ T`Qp2 i?2B` QrM 7mbBQM HrX h?BbHr `2[mB`2b i?i i?2 +QMi2ti H biBb7v  7Q`K Q7 bi`B+iM2bbXaT2+B}+HHv- 6Q` Mv pHm2 +QMi2tib F- G M/ 7`2b? p`B#H2 t-r2 ?p2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; BKTHB+iBQM,
H[F[t] ] ▷
∼
G[H[t ]] ∧ bi`B+i (H)
⇒
H2i {t = F[t ]} BM C[H[t ]] ▷
∼
H2i {t = G[t ]} BM C[t]
h?Bb p2`bBQM Q7 7mbBQM ?b i?2 /pMi;2 Q7 ?pBM;  bi`QM;2`+QM+HmbBQM- #mi Bib bi`B+iM2bb bB/2@+QM/BiBQM M/ H+F Q7 bvK@K2i`v KF2 Bi mMbmBi#H2 7Q` Qm` Tm`TQb2bX
8Xk h?2 qQ`F2`fq`TT2` AKT`Qp2K2Mi h?2Q`2K
lbBM; i?2 #Qp2 b2i Q7 `mH2b- r2 +M T`Qp2 i?2 7QHHQr@BM; rQ`F2`fr`TT2` BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`2K- ;BpBM; +QM/BiBQMbmM/2` r?B+?  T`Q;`K 7+iQ`BbiBQM Bb  iBK2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi,
h?2Q`2K k UqQ`F2`fq`TT2` AKT`Qp2K2MiVX
:Bp2M pHm2 +QMi2tib #b- _2T- F- G 7Q` r?B+? t Bb 7`22biBb7vBM; QM2 Q7 i?2 bbmKTiBQMb
(A) #b[_2T[t ]] ◁▷
≈
t
(B) #b[_2T[F[t] ]] ◁▷
≈
F[t ]
(C) H2i t = #b[_2T[F[t ]] ] BM t ◁▷
≈
H2i t = F[t ] BM t
M/ QM2 Q7 i?2 +QM/BiBQMb
(1) G[t ] ◁
≈
_2T[F[#b[t] ]]
(2) G[✓_2T[t ]] ◁
∼
_2T[✓F[t ]]
(3) #b[✓G[t ]] ◁
∼
F[✓#b[t ]]
(1β) H2i t = G[t ] BM t ◁
≈
H2i t = _2T[F[#b[t ]] ] BM t
(2β) H2i t = G[t ] BM t ◁
≈
H2i t = F[t ] BM _2T[t ]
r2 ?p2 i?2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi
H2i t = F[t ] BM t ▷
≈
H2i t = G[t] BM #b[t]
:Bp2M  `2+m`bBp2 T`Q;`K H2i t = F[t ] BM t M/ #bi`+@iBQM M/ `2T`2b2MiiBQM +QMi2tib #b M/ _2T- i?Bb i?2Q`2K;Bp2b mb +QM/BiBQMb r2 +M mb2 iQ /2`Bp2  7+iQ`Bb2/ T`Q;`KH2i t = G[t] BM #b[t ]X h?Bb 7+iQ`Bb2/ T`Q;`K rBHH #2 irQ`bi  +QMbiMi 7+iQ` bHQr2` i?M i?2 Q`B;BMH T`Q;`K- #mi+M TQi2MiBHHv #2 bvKTiQiB+HHv 7bi2`X AM Qi?2` rQ`/b- r2?p2 +QM/BiBQMb i?i ;m`Mi22 i?i bm+? M QTiBKBbiBQM Bbǳb72Ǵ rBi? `2bT2+i iQ iBK2 T2`7Q`KM+2Xh?2 T`QQ7 ;Bp2M BM (k8) 7Q` i?2 Q`B;BMH 7+iQ`BbiBQMi?2Q`2K +2Mi2`b QM i?2 mb2 Q7 i?2 `QHHBM; M/ 7mbBQM `mH2bX"2+mb2 r2 ?p2 T`Qp2M MHQ;Qmb `mH2b BM Qm` b2iiBM;- i?2T`QQ7b +M #2 /Ti2/ 7B`Hv bi`B;?i7Q`r`/Hv- bBKTHv #vF22TBM; i?2 ;2M2`H 7Q`K Q7 i?2 T`QQ7b M/ mbBM; i?2 `mH2b




& ;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM- pHm2@β '




H2i t = F[v] BM t
◁▷
≈
& pHm2@β- ;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM '
F[v]
h?2 }MH bi2T Bb iQ Q#b2`p2 i?i b #Qi? x M/ y `2 7`2b?- r2+M bm#biBimi2 QM2 7Q` i?2 Qi?2` M/ i?2 `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22Mi?2 i2`Kb rBHH `2KBM i?2 bK2X >2M+2- r2 +M +QM+Hm/2 (B)Xb BM i?2 Q`B;BMH i?2Q`2K- r2 ?p2 i?i URV BKTHB2bURβV #v bBKTH2 TTHB+iBQM Q7 bm#biBimiBQM- UkV BKTHB2b UkβV#v 7mbBQM M/ UjV BKTHB2b i?2 +QM+HmbBQM HbQ #v 7mbBQMXlM/2` bbmKTiBQM (C)- r2 ?p2 i?i URβV M/ UkβV `22[mBpH2MiX q2 b?Qr i?Bb #v T`QpBM; i?2B` `B;?i ?M/ bB/2b+Qbi@2[mBpH2Mi- 7i2` r?B+? r2 +M bBKTHv TTHv i`MbBiBpBivX




H2i t = F[t ] BM _2T[F[t ]]
◁▷
≈
& pHm2 H2i@~QiBM; '




_2T[F[H2i t = #b[_2T[F[t ]] ] BM t ]]
◁▷
≈
& pHm2 H2i@~QiBM; '




H2i t = _2T[F[#b[t ]]] BM t
6BMHHv- r2 Kmbi b?Qr i?i +QM/BiBQM URβV M/ bbmKT@iBQM (C) iQ;2i?2` BKTHv i?2 +QM+HmbBQMX h?Bb 7QHHQrb 2t+iHvi?2 bK2 Tii2`M Q7 `2bQMBM; b i?2 Q`B;BMH T`QQ7- rBi? i?2//BiBQM Q7 irQ TTHB+iBQMb Q7 pHm2@H2i ~QiBM;,








H2i t = _2T[F[#b[t ]]] BM #b[t ]
◁▷
≈
& pHm2 H2i@~QiBM; '




#b[H2i t = G[t] BM t ]
◁▷
≈
& pHm2 H2i@~QiBM; '
H2i t = G[t ] BM #b[t ]
q2 +QM+Hm/2 i?Bb b2+iBQM #v /Bb+mbbBM;  72r BKTQ`iMiTQBMib #Qmi i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`2K M/Bib TTHB+iBQMbX 6B`biHv- r2 MQi2 i?i i?2 +QM/BiBQM (A) rBHHM2p2` +imHHv ?QH/X hQ b22 i?Bb- r2 H2i Ω #2  /Bp2`;2Mii2`Kc i?i Bb- QM2 i?i i?2 #bi`+i K+?BM2 rBHH M2p2`}MBb? 2pHmiBM;X "v bm#biBimiBM; BMiQ i?2 +QMi2ti H2i t =
Ω BM [−]- r2 Q#iBM i?2 7QHHQrBM; +Qbi@2[mBpH2M+2,
H2i t = Ω BM #b[_2T[t ]] ◁▷
≈
H2i t = Ω BM t
h?Bb Bb +H2`Hv 7Hb2- b i?2 H27i@?M/ bB/2 rBHH i2`KBMi2HKQbi BKK2/Bi2Hv Ub #b Bb  pHm2 +QMi2tiV- r?BH2 i?2`B;?i@?M/ bB/2 rBHH /Bp2`;2X h?mb r2 b22 i?i bbmKTiBQM
(A) Bb BKTQbbB#H2 iQ biBb7vX q2 H2p2 Bi BM i?2 i?2Q`2K
7Q` +QKTH2i2M2bb Q7 i?2 MHQ;v rBi? i?2 2`HB2` i?2Q`2K7`QK b2+iBQM jXRX AM bBimiBQMb r?2`2 (A) rQmH/ ?p2 #22Mmb2/ rBi? i?2 2`HB2` i?2Q`v- i?2 r2F2` bbmKTiBQM (B)+M Hrvb #2 mb2/ BMbi2/X b r2 rBHH b22 Hi2` rBi? i?22tKTH2b- 7`2[m2MiHv QMHv p2`v 72r T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 +QMi2ti
F rBHH #2 mb2/ BM i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 (B)X  ivT2/ BKT`Qp2K2Mii?2Q`v KB;?i HHQr i?2b2 T`QT2`iB2b iQ #2 bbmK2/ Q7 tBMbi2/- i?mb KFBM; (A) mb27mH ;BMXa2+QM/Hv- r2 MQi2 i?2 `2bi`B+iBQM iQ pHm2 +QMi2tibX h?BbBb MQi +imHHv  T`iB+mH`Hv b2p2`2 `2bi`B+iBQM, 7Q` i?2 +QK@KQM TTHB+iBQM Q7 `2+m`bBp2Hv@/2}M2/ 7mM+iBQMb- Bi Bb 7B`Hvbi`B;?i7Q`r`/ iQ 2Mbm`2 i?i HH +QMi2tib #2 Q7 i?2 7Q`K
λt → CX 6Q` Qi?2` TTHB+iBQMb Bi Kv #2 KQ`2 /B{+mHi iQ}M/ #b M/ _2T +QMi2tib rBi? i?2 `2[mB`2/ `2HiBQMb?BTX6BMHHv- r2 MQi2 i?i QMHv +QM/BiBQMb UkV M/ UjV mb2 MQ`@KH BKT`Qp2K2Mi- rBi? HH Qi?2` bbmKTiBQMb M/ +QM/B@iBQMb mbBM; i?2 r2F2` p2`bBQMX h?Bb Bb #2+mb2 r2F BK@T`Qp2K2Mi Bb MQi bi`QM; 2MQm;? iQ T2`KBi i?2 mb2 Q7 7mbBQM-r?B+? i?2b2 +QM/BiBQMb `2Hv QMX h?Bb KF2b i?2b2 +QM/BiBQMb?`/2` iQ T`Qp2X >Qr2p2`- r?2M i?2b2 +QM/BiBQMb `2 mb2/-i?2B` bi`2M;i? HHQrb mb iQ M``Qr /QrM i?2 bQm`+2 Q7 Mv+QMbiMi@7+iQ` bHQr/QrM i?i Kv iF2 TH+2X
eX 1tKTH2b
eXR _2p2`bBM;  GBbi
AM i?Bb b2+iBQM r2 b?HH /2KQMbi`i2 i?2 miBHBiv Q7 Qm` i?2Q`vrBi? irQ T`+iB+H 2tKTH2bX q2 #2;BM #v `2pBbBiBM; i?22`HB2` 2tKTH2 Q7 `2p2`bBM;  HBbiX AM Q`/2` iQ TTHv Qm`i?2Q`v- r2 Kmbi }`bi r`Bi2 `2p2`b2 b  `2+m`bBp2 H2i,
`2p2`b2 = H2i {7 = _2p#Q/v [7 ]} BM 7
_2p#Q/v[M ] = λtb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ]
(v : vb) →M vb++ [v ]
h?2 #b M/ `2T 7mM+iBQMb 7`QK #27Q`2 ;Bp2 `Bb2 iQ iQ i?27QHHQrBM; +QMi2tib,
#b[M ] = λtb→M tb [ ]
_2T[M ] = λtb→ λvb→M tb++ vb
q2 HbQ `2[mB`2 bQK2 2ti` i?2Q`2iB+H K+?BM2`v i?ir2 ?p2 v2i iQ BMi`Q/m+2X hQ bi`i rBi?- r2 Kmbi bbmK2bQK2 `mH2b #Qmi i?2 TT2M/ QT2`iBQM ++X h?2 7QHHQrBM;bbQ+BiBpBiv `mH2b r2`2 T`Qp2/ #v JQ`M M/ aM/b (R8)X
(tb++ vb) ++ xb ▷
∼
tb++ (vb++ xb)
tb++ (vb++ xb) ▷
≈
(tb++ vb) ++ xb
q2 bbmK2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; B/2MiBiv BKT`Qp2K2Mi b r2HH-r?B+? 7QHHQrb 7`QK i?2Q`2Kb HbQ T`Qp2/ BM (R8),
[ ] ++ tb ▷
∼
tb
q2 HbQ `2[mB`2 i?2 MQiBQM Q7 M 2pHmiBQM +QMi2tiX M2pHmiBQM +QMi2ti Bb  +QMi2ti r?2`2 2pHmiBQM Bb BKTQbbB@#H2 mMH2bb i?2 ?QH2 Bb }HH2/- M/ ?p2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; 7Q`K,
E ::= A
| H2i {x⃗ = M⃗ } BM A
| H2i { y⃗ = M⃗ ;
x0 = A0[x1 ];
x1 = A1[x2 ];
. . .
xn = An}BM A[x0 ]
A ::= [− ]
| A t
| +b2 A Q7 {ci x⃗i →Mi}




& iB+F ~QiBM; '
✓E[M ]
E[+b2M Q7 {ci x⃗i → Ni} ]
◁▷
∼
& +b2 ~QiBM; '
+b2M Q7 {ci x⃗i → E[Ni ]}
E[H2i { x⃗ = M⃗ } BM N ]
◁▷
∼
& H2i ~QiBM; '
H2i { x⃗ = M⃗ } BM E[N ]
q2 +QM+Hm/2 #v MQiBM; i?i r?BH2 i?2 +QMi2ti [−]++vb Bb MQibi`B+iHv bT2FBM; M 2pHmiBQM +QMi2ti Ub i?2 ?QH2 Bb BM i?2r`QM; TH+2V- Bi Bb +Qbi@2[mBpH2Mi iQ M 2pHmiBQM +QMi2tiM/ bQ HbQ biBb}2b i?2b2 HrbX h?2 T`QQ7 Bb b 7QHHQrb,
[−] ++ vb
≡ & /2bm;`BM; '
(H2i {tb = [− ]} BM (++) tb) vb
◁▷
∼
& H2i ~QiBM; [− ] vb '
H2i {tb = [− ]} BM (++) tb vb
◁▷
∼
& mM7QH/BM; ++ '
H2i {tb = [− ]} BM
✓+b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) → H2i {`b = (++) xb vb} BM x : `b
◁▷
∼
& /2bm;`BM; iB+F M/ +QHH2+iBM; H2ib '
H2i {tb = [− ];
` = +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) → H2i {`b = (++) xb vb} BM x : `b
} BM `
LQr r2 +M #2;BM i?2 2tKTH2 T`QT2`X q2 bi`i #vp2`B7vBM; i?i #b M/ _2T biBb7v QM2 Q7 i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2`bbmKTiBQMbX q?BH2 2`HB2` r2 mb2/ UAV 7Q` i?Bb 2tKTH2- i?2+Q``2bTQM/BM; bbmKTiBQM 7Q` rQ`F2`fr`TT2` BKT`Qp2K2MiBb mMbiBb}#H2X h?mb r2 BMbi2/ p2`B7v bbmKTiBQM UBVX h?2T`QQ7 Bb 7B`Hv bi`B;?i7Q`r`/,
#b[_2T[_2p#Q/v[7]] ]
≡ & /2}MBiBQMb '




λtb→ _2p#Q/v[7] tb++ [ ]
≡ & /2}MBiBQM Q7 _2p#Q/v '
λtb→ (λtb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ]




λtb→ (+b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ]
(v : vb) → 7 vb++ [v ]) ++ [ ]
◁▷
∼
& +b2 ~QiBM; [− ] ++ [ ] '
λtb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ] ++ [ ]
(v : vb) → (7 vb++ [v]) ++ [ ]
◁▷
≈
& bbQ+BiBpBiv Bb r2F +Qbi 2[mBpH2M+2 '
λtb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ] ++ [ ]
(v : vb) → 7 vb++ ([v ] ++ [ ])
◁▷
≈
& 2pHmiBM; [ ] ++ [ ]- [v ] ++ [ ] '
λtb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ]
(v : vb) → 7 vb++ [v]
≡ & /2}MBiBQM Q7 `2p#Q/v '
_2p#Q/v [7]
b #27Q`2- r2 mb2 +QM/BiBQM UkV iQ /2`Bp2 Qm` GX h?2 /2`Bp@iBQM Bb bQK2r?i KQ`2 BMpQHp2/ i?M #27Q`2- `2[mB`BM; bQK2+`2 rBi? i?2 KMBTmHiBQM Q7 iB+FbX
_2T[✓_2p#Q/v[7]]
≡ & /2}MBiBQMb '
λtb→ λvb→
(✓λtb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ]
(x : xb) → 7 xb++ [x]) tb++ vb
◁▷
∼
& ~Qi iB+F Qmi Q7 [−] tb++ vb '
λtb→ λvb→
✓((λtb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ]




λtb→ λvb→ ✓((+b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ]
(x : xb) → 7 xb++ [x]) ++ vb)
◁▷
∼
& +b2 ~QiBM; [−] ++ vb '
λtb→ λvb→ ✓(+b2 tb Q7
[ ] → [ ] ++ vb
(x : xb) → (7 xb++ [x ]) ++ vb)
▷
∼
& bbQ+BiBpBiv M/ B/2MiBiv Q7 ++ '
λtb→ λvb→ ✓(+b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) → 7 xb++ ([x ] ++ vb))
▷
∼
& 2pHmiBM; [v] ++ vb '
λtb→ λvb→ ✓(+b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) → 7 xb++ (x : vb))
◁▷
∼
& +b2 ~QiBM; iB+F (⋆) '
λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → ✓vb
(x : xb) → ✓(7 xb++ (x : vb))
▷
∼
& `2KQpBM;  iB+F '
λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb




λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) →





λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) →
✓H2i rb = (x : vb) BM
(λb→ λ#b→ 7 b++ #b) xb rb
◁▷
∼
& iB+F ~QiBM; [− ] xb rb '
λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) →
H2i rb = (x : vb) BM
(✓λb→ λ#b→ 7 b++ #b) xb rb
≡ & /2}MBiBQM Q7 _2T '
λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) →
H2i rb = (x : vb) BM
(✓_2T[7 ]) xb rb
≡ & iFBM; i?Bb b Qm` /2}MBiBQM Q7 G '
G[✓_2T[7 ]]
h?2 bi2T K`F2/ ⋆ Bb pHB/ #2+mb2 ✓[−] Bb Bib2H7 M 2pH@miBQM +QMi2ti- #2BM; bvMi+iB+ bm;` 7Q` H2i t = [−] BM tXh?mb r2 ?p2 /2`Bp2/  /2}MBiBQM Q7 G- 7`QK r?B+? r2 +`2i2i?2 7QHHQrBM; 7+iQ`Bb2/ T`Q;`K,
`2p2`b2 = H2i {`2+ = G[`2+]} BM #b[`2+]
G[`2+] = λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) → H2i rb = (x : vb) BM
`2+ xb rb
1tTM/BM; i?Bb Qmi- r2 Q#iBM,
`2p2`b2 = H2i {`2+ =
λtb→ λvb→ +b2 tb Q7
[ ] → vb
(x : xb) → H2i rb = (x : vb) BM
`2+ xb rb}
BM λtb→ `2+ tb [ ]
h?2 `2bmHi Bb M BKTH2K2MiiBQM Q7 7bi `2p2`b2 b  `2+m`bBp2H2iX h?2 +H+mHiBQMb ?2`2 ?p2 2bb2MiBHHv i?2 bK2 bi`m+im`2b i?2 +Q``2+iM2bb T`QQ7b- rBi? i?2 //BiBQM Q7 bQK2 /KBM@Bbi`iBp2 bi2Tb iQ /Q rBi? i?2 KMBTmHiBQM Q7 iB+FbXhQ BHHmbi`i2 i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 ;BM- r2 ?p2 ;`T?2/i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 Q`B;BMH `2p2`b2 7mM+iBQM ;BMbii?2 QTiBKBb2/ p2`bBQM BM 6B;m`2 kX q2 mb2/ i?2 *`Bi2`BQM#2M+?K`FBM; HB#``v (R3) rBi?  `M;2 Q7 HBbi H2M;i?b iQ+QKT`2 i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 irQ 7mM+iBQMb h?2 `2bmHiBM;;`T? b?Qrb  +H2` BKT`Qp2K2Mi 7`QK [m/`iB+ iBK2 iQHBM2`X q2 +?Qb2 iQ mb2 `2HiBp2Hv bKHH HBbi H2M;i?b 7Q` Qm`;`T?b- #mi i?2 i`2M/ +QMiBMm2b 7Q` H`;2` pHm2bX
eXk h#mHiBM;  6mM+iBQM
Pm` b2+QM/ 2tKTH2 Bb i?i Q7 i#mHiBM;  7mM+iBQM #vT`Q/m+BM;  bi`2K UBM}MBi2 HBbiV Q7 `2bmHibX :Bp2M  7mM+iBQM7 i?i iF2b  Mim`H MmK#2` b Bib `;mK2Mi- i?2 i#mHi27mM+iBQM b?QmH/ T`Q/m+2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; `2bmHi,
[7 y, 7 R, 7 k, 7 j, . . .
h?Bb 7mM+iBQM +M #2 BKTH2K2Mi2/ BM >bF2HH b 7QHHQrb,
i#mHi2 7 = 7 y : i#mHi2 (7 ◦ (+R))
h?Bb /2}MBiBQM Bb BM2{+B2Mi- b Bi `2[mB`2b i?i i?2 `;mK2MiiQ 7 #2 `2+H+mHi2/ 7Q` 2+? 2H2K2Mi Q7 i?2 `2bmHi bi`2KX1bb2MiBHHv- i?Bb /2}MBiBQM +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 7QHHQrBM; +H@+mHiBQM- BMpQHpBM;  bB;MB}+Mi KQmMi Q7 `2T2i2/ rQ`F,
[7 y, 7 (y+ R), 7 ((y+ R) + R), 7 (((y+ R) + R) + R), . . .
q2 rBb? iQ TTHv i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i2+?MB[m2 iQ BK@T`Qp2 i?2 iBK2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?Bb T`Q;`KX h?2 }`bi bi2TBb iQ r`Bi2 Bi b  `2+m`bBp2 H2i BM Qm` HM;m;2,
6B;m`2 kX S2`7Q`KM+2 +QKT`BbQMb Q7 `2p2`b2 M/ i#mHi2
i#mHi2 = H2i {? = F[? ]} BM ?
F[M ] = λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ R} BM 7 t′}
BM 7 y : M 7′
L2ti- r2 Kmbi /2pBb2 #b M/ _2T +QMi2tibX AM Q`/2` iQpQB/ i?2 `2T2i2/ rQ`F- r2 ?QT2 iQ /2`Bp2  p2`bBQM Q7 i?2i#mHi2 7mM+iBQM i?i iF2b M //BiBQMH MmK#2` `;mK2Mii2HHBM; Bi r?2`2 iQ ǳbi`iǴ 7`QKX h?2 7QHHQrBM; #b M/ _2T+QMi2tib +QMp2`i #2ir22M i?2b2 irQ p2`bBQMb,
#b[M ] = λ7→M y 7
_2T[M ] = λM→ λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′}
BMM 7′
PM+2 ;BM- r2 Kmbi BMi`Q/m+2 bQK2 M2r `mH2b #27Q`2 r2+M /2`Bp2 i?2 7+iQ`Bb2/ T`Q;`KX 6B`biHv- r2 `2[mB`2 i?27QHHQrBM; irQ p`B#H2 bm#biBimiBQM `mH2b 7`QK (R8),
H2i {t = v} BM C [t ] ▷
∼
H2i {t = v} BM C [v]
H2i {t = v} BM C [v ] ◁▷
≈
H2i {t = v} BM C [t ]







q2 HbQ mb2 i?2 7QHHQrBM; T`QT2`iv- +QK#BMBM; bbQ+BiBpBivM/ +QKKmiiBpBivX q2 b?HH `272` iQ i?Bb b bbQ+BiBpBivQ7 +X q?2`2 i Bb MQi 7`22 BM C- r2 ?p2,
H2i {i = t+ v} BM
H2i {` = i+ x} BM C [` ]
◁▷
∼H2i {i = x+ v} BM
H2i {` = t+ i} BM C [` ]
6BMHHv- r2 mb2 i?2 7+i i?i bmKb Kv #2 ~Qi2/ Qmi Q7`#Bi``v +QMi2tibX q?2`2 x /Q2b MQi Q++m` BM C- r2 ?p2,
C [H2i {x = v+ t} BMM ] ◁▷
∼
H2i {x = v+ t} BM C [M ]
LQr r2 +M #2;BM iQ TTHv rQ`F2`fr`TT2`X 6B`biHv- r2p2`B7v i?i #b M/ _2T biBb7v bbmKTiBQM UBVX ;BM- i?BbBb `2HiBp2Hv bi`B;?i7Q`r`/,
#b[_2T[F[?] ]]
≡ & /2}MBiBQMb '
λ7→ (λM→ λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′}




λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→





& t+ y ◁▷
≈
t '
λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→





& p`B#H2 bm#biBimiBQM- ;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM '
λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→ 7 t}
BM F[?] 7′
≡ & /2}MiBQM Q7 F '
λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→ 7 t}
BM (λ7→ H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ R} BM 7 t}




λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→ 7 t}
BM H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ R} BM 7′ t′}
BM 7′ y : ? 7′′
◁▷
≈
& pHm2@β QM 7′ '
λ7→ H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ R} BM (λt→ 7 t) t′}




λ7→ H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ R} BM 7 t′}
BM 7 y : ? 7′′
≡ & /2}MBiBQM Q7 F '
F[?]
LQr r2 mb2 +QM/BiBQM UkV iQ /2`Bp2 i?2 M2r /2}MBiBQM Q7i#mHi2X h?Bb `2[mB`2b i?2 mb2 Q7  MmK#2` Q7 i?2 T`QT2`iB2bi?i r2 T`2b2Mi2/ 2`HB2`,
_2T[✓F[?]]
≡ & /2}MBiBQMb '
λM→ λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′}
BM (\7→ H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′′ = t+ R} BM 7 t′′}
BM 7 y : ? 7′′) 7′
◁▷
∼
& iB+F ~QiBM; [− ] 7′ '
λM→ λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′}
BM✓(λ7→ H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′′ = t+ R} BM 7 t′′}




λM→ λ7→ H2i {7′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′}
BM✓H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′′ = t+ R} BM 7′ t′′}
BM 7′ y : ? 7′′
◁▷
∼
& pHm2@β QM 7′- ;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM '
λM→ λ7→ ✓H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ R} BM
(✓λt→
H2i {t′′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′′) t′}
BM (✓λt→ H2i {t′′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′′) y : ? 7′′
▷
∼
& `2KQpBM; iB+Fb- β@`2/m+iBQM '
λM→ λ7→ ✓H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ R} BM
H2i {t′′ = t′ + M}
BM 7 t′′}
BM (H2i {t′′ = y+ M}
BM 7 t′′) : ? 7′′
◁▷
∼
& bbQ+BiBpBiv M/ B/2MiBiv Q7 + '
λM→ λ7→ ✓H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {M′ = M+ R} BM
H2i {t′′ = t+ M′}
BM 7 t′′}
BM (H2i {t′′ = M}
BM 7 t′′) : ? 7′′
▷
∼
& p`B#H2 bm#biBimiBQM- ;`#;2 +QHH2+iBQM '
λM→ λ7→ ✓H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {M′ = M+ R} BM
H2i {t′′ = t+ M′}
BM 7 t′′}
BM 7 M : ? 7′′
◁▷
∼
& pHm2 H2i@~QiBM; '
λM→ λ7→ 7 M :
✓H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {M′ = M+ R} BM





& bmKb ~Qi '
λM→ λ7→ 7 M :
H2i {M′ = M+ R} BM
✓H2i {7′′ = λt→





& β@2tTMbBQM- iB+F ~QiBM; '
λM→ λ7→ 7 M :
H2i {M′ = M+ R} BM
(✓λM→ λ7→ H2i {7′′ = λt→
H2i {t′ = t+ M}
BM 7 t′}
BM ? 7′′) M′ 7
≡ & /2}MBiBQM Q7 _2T '
λM→ λ7→ 7 M :
H2i {M′ = M+ R} BM
(✓_2T[? ]) M′ 7
≡ & iFBM; i?Bb b Qm` /2}MBiBQM Q7 G '
G[✓_2T[? ]]
h?mb r2 ?p2 /2`Bp2/  /2}MBiBQM Q7 G- 7`QK r?B+? r2 +`2i2i?2 7QHHQrBM; 7+iQ`Bb2/ T`Q;`K,
i#mHi2 = H2i {? = G[? ]} BM #b[? ]
G[M ] = λM→ λ7→ 7 M : H2i {M′ = M+ R} BMM M′ 7
h?Bb Bb i?2 bK2 QTiBKBb2/ i#mHi2 7mM+iBQM i?i rbT`Qp2/ +Q``2+i BM (Ry)- M/ i?2 T`QQ7b ?2`2 ?p2  bBKBH`bi`m+im`2 iQ i?2 +Q``2+iM2bb T`QQ7b 7`QK i?i TT2`- 2t+2Tii?i r2 ?p2 MQr 7Q`KHBb2/ i?i i?2 M2r p2`bBQM Q7 i?2i#mHi2 7mM+iBQM Bb BM/22/  iBK2 BKT`Qp2K2Mi Q7 i?2 Q`B;@BMH p2`bBQMX q2 MQi2 i?i i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 (B) Bb +QKTHB+i2/#v i?2 7+i i?i η@`2/m+iBQM Bb MQi pHB/ BM i?Bb b2iiBM;X AM7+i- B7 r2 bbmK2/ η@`2/m+iBQM i?2M Qm` T`QQ7 Q7 (B) ?2`2+QmH/ #2 /Ti2/ BMiQ  T`QQ7 Q7 (A)Xq2 /2KQMbi`i2 i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 ;BM BM 6B;m`2 k- ;BM#b2/ QM *`Bi2`BQM #2M+?K`FbX h?Bb iBK2- r2 F22T i?2 bK2BMTmi UBM i?Bb +b2 i?2 7mM+iBQM λM → M ∗ MV- #mi p`v?Qr KMv 2H2K2Mib Q7 i?2 `2bmHi bi`2K r2 2pHmi2X PM+2;BM- r2 ?p2 M BKT`Qp2K2Mi 7`QK [m/`iB+ iQ HBM2`T2`7Q`KM+2- M/ i?2 i`2M/ +QMiBMm2b 7Q` H`;2` pHm2bX
dX _2Hi2/ qQ`F
q2 /BpB/2 i?2 `2Hi2/ rQ`F BMiQ i?`22 b2+iBQMbX 6B`biHv- r2/Bb+mbb p`BQmb TT`Q+?2b iQ i?2 QT2`iBQMH b2KMiB+b Q7Hxv HM;m;2bX a2+QM/Hv- r2 /Bb+mbb i?2 ?BbiQ`v Q7 BKT`Qp2@K2Mi i?2Q`vX 6BMHHv- r2 /Bb+mbb Qi?2` TT`Q+?2b i?i ?p2#22M mb2/ iQ 7Q`KHHv `2bQM #Qmi 2{+B2M+vX
dXR Gxv PT2`iBQMH a2KMiB+b
h?2 MQiBQM Q7 +HH@#v@M22/ 2pHmiBQM rb }`bi BMi`Q/m+2/BM RNdR #v q/brQ`i? (jy)X >Qr2p2`- i?2 b2KMiB+b KQbirB/2Hv `2;`/2/ b i?2 /2}MBiBQM Q7 +HH@#v@M22/ Bb i?2 Mim@`H b2KMiB+b /m2 iQ GmM+?#m`v (R9)- r?B+? rb Hi2` mb2/#v a2biQ7i iQ /2`Bp2 i?2 pB`imH K+?BM2 b2KMiB+b r2 mb2BM i?Bb TT2` (kd)X `BQH- 62HH2Bb2M- J`Bbi- P/2`bFv M/q/H2` T`2b2Mi2/  +HH@#v@M22/ HK#/ +H+mHmb (R)- rBi?QT2`iBQMH b2KMiB+b #b2/ QM `2/m+iBQMb #2ir22M i2`Kb BMi?2 bQm`+2 HM;m;2X h?Bb +H+mHmb bmTTQ`ib M 2[miBQMHi?2Q`vX >Qr2p2`- JQ`M M/ aM/b b?Qr2/ i?i i?Bb 2[m@iBQMH i?2Q`v Bb bm#bmK2/ #v r2F +Qbi@2[mBpH2M+2 (R8)X
dXk AKT`Qp2K2Mi h?2Q`v
AKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v rb Q`B;BMHHv /2p2HQT2/ BM RNNR #vaM/b (kR)- M/ TTHB2/ BM  +HH@#v@MK2 b2iiBM;X AM RNNdi?Bb rb ;2M2`HBb2/ iQ  rB/2 +Hbb Q7 +HH@#v@MK2 M/ +HH@#v@pHm2 HM;m;2b- HbQ #v aM/b (kk)X h?Bb i?2Q`v rb HbQTTHB+#H2 iQ  ;2M2`H +Hbb Q7 `2bQm`+2b- `i?2` i?M DmbibT+2 M/ iBK2X h?2 i?2Q`v 7Q` Hxv HM;m;2b rb /2p2HQT2/#v JQ`M M/ aM/b 7Q` iBK2 2{+B2M+v (R8) M/ :mbipbbQMM/ aM/b 7Q` bT+2 2{+B2M+v (3- N)X aBM+2 i?2 Hbi Q7 i?2b2TT2`b rb Tm#HBb?2/ BM kyyR- i?2`2 /Q2b MQi b22K iQ ?p2#22M Km+? rQ`F QM BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`vX q2 ?QT2 i?i i?BbTT2` +M ?2HT iQ `2;2M2`i2 BMi2`2bi BM i?Bb iQTB+X
dXj 6Q`KH _2bQMBM; #Qmi 1{+B2M+v
PFbFB (Rd) mb2b i2+?MB[m2b Q7 KQ`iBb2/ +Qbi MHvbBb iQ`2bQM #Qmi i?2 bvKTiQiB+ iBK2 +QKTH2tBiv Q7 Hxv 7mM+@iBQMH /i bi`m+im`2bX h?Bb Bb +?B2p2/ #v KQ/B7vBM; MH@vbBb i2+?MB[m2b bm+? b i?2 "MF2`Ƕb J2i?Q/- r?2`2 i?2 MQ@iBQM Q7 +`2/Bi Bb mb2/ iQ bT`2/ Qmi i?2 MQiBQMH +Qbi Q7 M2tT2MbBp2 #mi BM7`2[m2Mi QT2`iBQMb Qp2` KQ`2 7`2[m2Mi M/+?2T2` QT2`iBQMbX h?2 F2v B/2 BM PFbFBǶb rQ`F Bb iQBMp2`i bm+? i2+?MB[m2b iQ mb2 i?2 MQiBQM Q7 /2#iX h?Bb H@HQrb i?2 MHvb2b iQ /2H rBi? i?2 T2`bBbi2M+2 Q7 /i bi`m+@im`2b- r?2`2 i?2 bK2 bi`m+im`2 Kv 2tBbi BM KmHiBTH2 p2`@bBQMb i QM+2X q?BH2 +`2/Bi Kv QMHv #2 bT2Mi QM+2-  bBM;H2/2#i Kv #2 TB/ Qz KmHiBTH2 iBK2b UBM /Bz2`2Mi p2`bBQMbQ7 i?2 bK2 bi`m+im`2V rBi?Qmi `BbFBM; #MF`mTi+vX h?2b2i2+?MB[m2b ?p2 #22M mb2/ iQ MHvb2 i?2 bvKTiQiB+ T2`@7Q`KM+2 Q7  MmK#2` Q7 7mM+iBQMH /i bi`m+im`2bXaMbQK M/ S2viQM CQM2b (k9) ;Bp2  T`2b2MiiBQM Q7i?2 :>* T`Q}H2`- r?B+? +M #2 mb2/ iQ K2bm`2 iBK2 br2HH b bT+2 mb;2 Q7 >bF2HH T`Q;`KbX AM /QBM; bQ- i?2v;Bp2  7Q`KH +Qbi b2KMiB+b 7Q` :>* *Q`2 T`Q;`Kb #b2/`QmM/ i?2 MQiBQM Q7 +Qbi +2Mi`2bX *Qbi +2Mi`2b `2  rvQ7 MMQiiBM; 2tT`2bbBQMb- bQ i?i i?2 T`Q}H2` +M BM/B+i2r?B+? T`ib Q7 i?2 bQm`+2 T`Q;`K +Qbi i?2 KQbi iQ 2t2+mi2Xh?2 +Qbi b2KMiB+b Bb mb2/ b  bT2+B}+iBQM iQ /2p2HQT T`2+Bb2 T`Q}HBM; 7`K2rQ`F- b r2HH b iQ T`Qp2 p`BQmbT`QT2`iB2b #Qmi +Qbi ii`B#miBQM M/ p2`B7v i?i +2`iBMT`Q;`K i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb /Q MQi z2+i i?2 ii`B#miBQM Q7+Qbib- i?Qm;? i?2v Kv Q7 +Qm`b2 `2/m+2 +Qbi Qp2`HHX *Qbi+2Mi`2b `2 MQr rB/2Hv@mb2/ BM T`Q}HBM; >bF2HH T`Q;`KbX>QT2 (RR) TTHB2b  i2+?MB[m2 #b2/ QM BMbi`mK2MiBM; M#bi`+i K+?BM2 rBi? +Qbi BM7Q`KiBQM iQ /2`Bp2  +Qbi b2@KMiB+b 7Q` +HH@#v@pHm2 7mM+iBQMH T`Q;`KbX JQ`2 bT2+B}@+HHv- bi`iBM; 7`QK  /2MQiiBQMH b2KMiB+b 7Q` i?2 bQm`+2HM;m;2- QM2 /2`Bp2b M #bi`+i K+?BM2 7Q` i?Bb HM;m;2mbBM; biM/`/ T`Q;`K i`Mb7Q`KiBQM i2+?MB[m2b- BMbi`m@K2Mib i?Bb K+?BM2 rBi? +Qbi BM7Q`KiBQM- M/ i?2M `2p2`b2bi?2 /2`BpiBQM iQ ``Bp2 i M BMbi`mK2Mi2/ /2MQiiBQMH b2@KMiB+bX h?Bb b2KMiB+b +M i?2M #2 mb2/ iQ `2bQM #Qmii?2 +Qbi Q7 T`Q;`Kb BM i?2 ?B;?@H2p2H bQm`+2 HM;m;2 rBi?@Qmi `272`2M+2 iQ i?2 /2iBHb Q7 i?2 #bi`+i K+?BM2X h?BbTT`Q+? rb mb2/ iQ +H+mHi2 i?2 bT+2 M/ iBK2 +Qbi Q7 `M;2 Q7 T`Q;`KKBM; 2tKTH2b- b r2HH b iQ /2`Bp2  M2r/27Q`2biiBQM i?2Q`2K 7Q` ?vHQKQ`T?BbKbX
3X *QM+HmbBQM
AM i?Bb TT2`- r2 ?p2 b?QrM ?Qr BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v +M#2 mb2/ iQ DmbiB7v i?2 rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i`Mb7Q`KiBQM b T`Q;`K QTiBKBbiBQM- #v 7Q`KHHv T`QpBM; i?i- mM/2` +2`@iBM Mim`H +QM/BiBQMb- i?2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQM Bb ;m`Mi22/iQ T`2b2`p2 Q` BKT`Qp2 iBK2 T2`7Q`KM+2X h?Bb ;m`Mi22Bb rBi? `2bT2+i iQ M 2bi#HBb?2/ QT2`iBQMH b2KMiB+b 7Q`
+HH@#v@M22/ 2pHmiBQMX q2 i?2M p2`B}2/ i?i irQ 2tKTH2b7`QK T`2pBQmb rQ`F2`fr`TT2` TT2`b K2i i?2 T`2+QM/BiBQMb7Q` i?Bb T2`7Q`KM+2 ;m`Mi22- /2KQMbi`iBM; i?2 mb2 Q7 Qm`i?2Q`v r?BH2 HbQ p2`B7vBM; i?2 pHB/Biv Q7 i?2 2tKTH2bX h?BbrQ`F TT2`b iQ #2 i?2 }`bi iBK2 i?i `B;Q`Qmb T2`7Q`KM+2;m`Mi22b ?p2 #22M ;Bp2M 7Q`  ;2M2`H Tm`TQb2 QTiBKBb@iBQM i2+?MB[m2 BM  +HH@#v@M22/ b2iiBM;X
3XR 6m`i?2` qQ`F
b r2HH b 7Q` }t2/ TQBMib- rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i?2Q`B2b HbQ 2t@Bbi 7Q` KQ`2 bi`m+im`2/ `2+m`bBQM QT2`iQ`b bm+? b 7QH/b (Rj)M/ mM7QH/b (Ry)X h?Qm;? i?2 i?2Q`v r2 T`2b2Mi ?2`2 +M#2 bT2+BHBb2/ iQ bm+? QT2`iQ`b- Bi Kv #2 #2M2}+BH iQ BM@p2biB;i2 i?Bb KQ`2 +HQb2Hv- b /QBM; bQ Kv `2p2H KQ`2BMi2`2biBM; M/ bm#iH2 /2iBHb v2i iQ #2 mM+Qp2`2/Xb r2 K2MiBQM2/ 2`HB2` BM i?Bb TT2`-  ivT2/ i?2Q`vrQmH/ #2 KQ`2 mb27mH- HHQrBM; KQ`2 TQr2` r?2M `2bQMBM;#Qmi T`Q;`KbX h?Bb rQmH/ HbQ Ki+? KQ`2 +HQb2Hv rBi?i?2 Q`B;BMH rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i?2Q`B2b- r?B+? r2`2 ivT2/Xh?2 F2v #``B2` iQ i?Bb Bb i?i i?2`2 Bb +m``2MiHv MQ ivT2/BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v- bQ bm+?  i?2Q`v rQmH/ ?p2 iQ #2/2p2HQT2/ #27Q`2 i?2 i?2Q`v ?2`2 +QmH/ #2 K/2 ivT2/Xh?2 i?2Q`v r2 T`2b2Mi ?2`2 QMHv TTHB2b iQ iBK2 2{+B2M+vX:mbipbbQM M/ aM/b ?p2 /2p2HQT2/ M BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2@Q`v 7Q` bT+2 (3- N)- bQ i?Bb rQmH/ #2 M Q#pBQmb M2ti bi2T7Q` /2p2HQTBM; Qm` i?2Q`vX JQ`2 ;2M2`HHv- r2 +QmH/ TTHv i2+?MB[m2 bm+? b i?i mb2/ #v aM/b (kk) iQ /2p2HQT  i?2@Q`v i?i TTHB2b iQ  H`;2 +Hbb Q7 `2bQm`+2b- M/ 2tKBM2r?B+? bbmKTiBQMb Kmbi #2 K/2 #Qmi i?2 `2bQm`+2b r2+QMbB/2` 7Q` Qm` i?2Q`v iQ TTHvXbbmKTiBQMb (A)- (B) M/ (C) `2 r`Bii2M b r2F +Qbi@2[mBpH2M+2b- r?B+? HBKBib i?2 b+QT2 Q7 Qm` i?2Q`v iQ +b2br?2`2 #b M/ _2T `2 7B`Hv bBKTH2X q2 rQmH/ HBF2 iQ HbQ#2 #H2 iQ +Qp2` +b2b r?2`2 i?2 #b M/ _2T +QMi2tib +Q`@`2bTQM/ iQ 2tT2MbBp2 QT2`iBQMb- #mi i?2 2ti` +Qbi Bb K/2mT 7Q` #v i?2 Qp2`HH 2{+B2M+v ;BM Q7 i?2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMXhQ +Qp2` bm+? +b2b- r2 rQmH/ `2[mB`2  `B+?2` p2`bBQM Q7 BK@T`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v i?i Bb #H2 iQ [mMiB7v ?Qr Km+? #2ii2`QM2 T`Q;`K Bb i?M MQi?2`Xb Qm` 2tKTH2b b?Qr- i?2 +H+mHiBQMb `2[mB`2/ iQ /2@`Bp2 M BKT`Qp2/ T`Q;`K +M Q7i2M #2 [mBi2 BMpQHp2/X h?2>1_JAh bvbi2K- /2pBb2/ #v  i2K i i?2 lMBp2`bBiv Q7EMbb (e- ke)- 7+BHBii2b T`Q;`K i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb #v T`Q@pB/BM; M BMi2`+iBp2 BMi2`7+2 7Q` T`Q;`K i`Mb7Q`KiBQMi?i p2`B}2b +Q``2+iM2bbX A7 BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`v +QmH/ #2 BM@i2;`i2/ BMiQ bm+?  bvbi2K- Bi rQmH/ #2 bB;MB}+MiHv 2bB2`iQ TTHv Qm` rQ`F2`fr`TT2` BKT`Qp2K2Mi i?2Q`vX6BMHHv- r2 `2 rQ`FBM; QM  ;2M2`H rQ`F2`fr`TT2` i?2@Q`v i?i rBHH TTHv iQ Mv QT2`iQ` rBi? i?2 T`QT2`iv Q7/BMim`HBiv (8)X Ai Bb HbQ BMi2`2biBM; iQ +QMbB/2` r?2i?2`bm+?  ;2M2`H +i2;Q`B+H TT`Q+? +M #2 TTHB2/ iQ MQT2`iBQMH i?2Q`vX A7 i?Bb Bb i?2 +b2- /BMim`HBiv Kv HbQT`QpB/2 i?2 M2+2bb`v K+?BM2`v iQ mMB7v i?2 /2MQiiBQMHU+Q``2+iM2bbV M/ QT2`iBQMH U2{+B2M+vV i?2Q`B2b- r?B+? br2 ?p2 H`2/v Q#b2`p2/ BM i?Bb TT2` `2 p2`v bBKBH` BMi2`Kb Q7 i?2B` 7Q`KmHiBQMb M/ T`QQ7bX oQB;iH M/2` M/ CQ@?MM mb2/ T`K2i`B+Biv iQ DmbiB7v T`Q;`K i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb7`QK  T2`bT2+iBp2 Q7 Q#b2`piBQMH TT`QtBKiBQM (kN)X AiKv #2 T`Q/m+iBp2 iQ BMp2biB;i2 r?2i?2` i?2B` i2+?MB[m2b+M #2 TTHB2/ iQ  MQiBQM Q7 BKT`Qp2K2MiX
+FMQrH2/;K2Mib
h?2 mi?Q`b rQmH/ HBF2 iQ i?MF i?2 `2pB2r2`b b r2HH b L2BHa+mHi?Q`T2- 7Q` i?2B` ?2HT7mH +QKK2Mib QM i?Bb TT2`X
_272`2M+2b
(R) wX JX `BQH- JX 62HH2Bb2M- CX J`Bbi- JX P/2`bFv- M/
SX q/H2`X h?2 *HH@#v@L22/ GK#/ *H+mHmbX AM SPSG
ǶN8- T;2b kjjĜk9eX *J- RNN8X
(k) _X JX "m`biHH M/ CX .`HBM;iQMX  h`Mb7Q`KiBQM avbi2K
7Q` .2p2HQTBM; _2+m`bBp2 S`Q;`KbX CQm`MH Q7 i?2 *J- k9URV,99Ĝed- RNddX
(j) EX *H2bb2M M/ CX >m;?2bX ZmB+F*?2+F,  GB;?ir2B;?i hQQH7Q` _M/QK h2biBM; Q7 >bF2HH S`Q;`KbX AM A*6SX *J-
kyyyX
(9) hX *Q[mM/X AM}MBi2 P#D2+ib BM hvT2 h?2Q`vX AM huS1a ǶNj-pQHmK2 3ye Q7 G2+im`2 LQi2b BM *QKTmi2` a+B2M+2X aT`BM;2`-
RNNjX
(8) 1X .m#m+ M/ _X ai`22iX .BMim`H h`Mb7Q`KiBQMbX AM
G2+im`2 LQi2b BM Ji?2KiB+b- pQHmK2 Rjd Q7 G2+im`2 LQi2b
BM Ji?2KiB+b- T;2b RkeĜRjdX aT`BM;2` "2`HBM >2B/2H#2`;-RNdyX
(e) X 6`K2`- X :BHH- 1X EQKT- M/ LX a+mHi?Q`T2X h?2 >1_@JAh BM i?2 J+?BM2,  SHm;BM 7Q` i?2 AMi2`+iBp2 h`Mb7Q`@
KiBQM Q7 :>* *Q`2 GM;m;2 S`Q;`KbX AM >bF2HH avK@
TQbBmK U>bF2HH ǶRkV- T;2b RĜRkX *J- kyRkX
(d) X :BHH M/ :X >miiQMX h?2 qQ`F2`fq`TT2` h`Mb7Q`K@
iBQMX CQm`MH Q7 6mM+iBQMH S`Q;`KKBM;- RNUkV- kyyNX
(3) CX :mbipbbQM M/ .X aM/bX  6QmM/iBQM 7Q` aT+2@a72
h`Mb7Q`KiBQMb Q7 *HH@#v@L22/ S`Q;`KbX 1H2+i`QMB+ LQi2b
QM h?2Q`2iB+H *QKTmi2` a+B2M+2- ke,eNĜ3e- RNNNX
(N) CX :mbipbbQM M/ .X aM/bX SQbbB#BHBiB2b M/ GBKBiiBQMb Q7
*HH@#v@L22/ aT+2 AKT`Qp2K2MiX AM A*6S- T;2b ke8ĜkdeX*J- kyyRX
(Ry) CX >+F2ii- :X >miiQM- M/ JX CbF2HBQzX h?2 lM/2` S2`@
7Q`KBM; lM7QH/,  L2r TT`Q+? iQ PTiBKBbBM; *Q`2+m`bBp2S`Q;`KbX kyRjX hQ TT2` BM i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 b2H2+i2/ T@
T2`b 7`QK i?2 k8i? AMi2`MiBQMH avKTQbBmK QM AKTH2K2M@iiBQM M/ TTHB+iBQM Q7 6mM+iBQMH GM;m;2b- LBDK2;2M-
h?2 L2i?2`HM/b- m;mbi kyRjX
(RR) *X >QT2X  6mM+iBQMH a2KMiB+b 7Q` aT+2 M/ hBK2X S?.i?2bBb- a+?QQH Q7 *QKTmi2` a+B2M+2- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 LQiiBM;@
?K- kyy3X
(Rk) CX >m;?2bX  LQp2H _2T`2b2MiiBQM Q7 GBbib M/ Bib TTHB+@
iBQM iQ i?2 6mM+iBQM ǳ`2p2`b2ǴX AM7Q`KiBQM S`Q+2bbBM; G2i@
i2`b- kkUjV,R9RĜR99- RN3eX
(Rj) :X >miiQM- JX CbF2HBQz- M/ X :BHHX 6+iQ`BbBM; 6QH/b
7Q` 6bi2` 6mM+iBQMbX CQm`MH Q7 6mM+iBQMH S`Q;`KKBM;
aT2+BH Abbm2 QM :2M2`B+ S`Q;`KKBM;- kyUj9V- CmM2 kyRyX
(R9) CX GmM+?#m`vX  Lim`H a2KMiB+b 7Q` Gxv 1pHmiBQMX AM
SPSG ǶNj- T;2b R99ĜR89X *J- RNNjX
(R8) X JQ`M M/ .X aM/bX AKT`Qp2K2Mi BM  Gxv *QMi2ti, M
PT2`iBQMH h?2Q`v 7Q` *HH@#v@L22/X 1ti2M/2/ p2`bBQM Q7(Re)- pBH#H2 i ?iiT,ff+Bi2b22`tXBbiXTbmX2/mfpB2r/Q+f
/QrMHQ/\/QB4RyXRXRXjdXR99`2T4`2TRivT24T/7X
(Re) X JQ`M M/ .X aM/bX AKT`Qp2K2Mi BM  Gxv *QMi2ti, M
PT2`iBQMH h?2Q`v 7Q` *HH@#v@L22/X AM SPSG ǶNN- T;2b9jĜ8eX *J- RNNNX
(Rd) *X PFbFBX Sm`2Hv 6mM+iBQMH .i ai`m+im`2bX *K#`B/;2lMBp2`bBiv S`2bb- RNNNX
(R3) "X PǶamHHBpMX *`Bi2`BQM-  L2r "2M+?K`FBM; GB#``v
7Q` >bF2HH- kyyNX l_G ?iiT,ffrrrXb2`T2MiBM2X+QKf#HQ;f
kyyNfyNfkNf+`Bi2`BQM@@M2r@#2M+?K`FBM;@HB#``v@
7Q`@?bF2HHfX
(RN) qX S`iBMX h?2 MQ}# "2M+?K`F amBi2 Q7 >bF2HH S`Q;`KbX
AM :Hb;Qr qQ`Fb?QT QM 6mM+iBQMH S`Q;`KKBM;- T;2b
RN8ĜkykX aT`BM;2`- RNNkX
(ky) aX GX S2viQM CQM2bX *QKTBHBM; >bF2HH #v S`Q;`K h`Mb7Q`@
KiBQM,  _2TQ`i 7`QK i?2 h`2M+?2bX AM 1aPS- T;2b R3Ĝ99XaT`BM;2`- RNNeX
(kR) .X aM/bX PT2`iBQMH h?2Q`B2b Q7 AKT`Qp2K2Mi BM 6mM+@
iBQMH GM;m;2b U1ti2M/2/ #bi`+iVX AM :Hb;Qr qQ`F@
b?QT QM 6mM+iBQMH S`Q;`KKBM;- RNNRX
(kk) .X aM/bX 6`QK aPa _mH2b iQ S`QQ7 S`BM+BTH2b, M PT2`@iBQMH J2ii?2Q`v 7Q` 6mM+iBQMH GM;m;2bX AM SPSG ǶNd-
T;2b 9k3Ĝ99RX *J S`2bb- RNNdX
(kj) .X aM/bX AKT`Qp2K2Mi h?2Q`v M/ Bib TTHB+iBQMbX AM
>B;?2` P`/2` PT2`iBQMH h2+?MB[m2b BM a2KMiB+b- Sm#HB@
+iBQMb Q7 i?2 L2riQM AMbiBimi2X *K#`B/;2 lMBp2`bBiv S`2bb-RNNdX
(k9) SX JX aMbQK M/ aX GX S2viQM CQM2bX 6Q`KHHv "b2/ S`Q}H@
BM; 7Q` >B;?2`@P`/2` 6mM+iBQMH GM;m;2bX *J h`Mb+@
iBQMb QM S`Q;`KKBM; GM;m;2b M/ avbi2Kb- RNUkV- RNNdX
(k8) LX a+mHi?Q`T2 M/ :X >miiQMX qQ`F Ai- q`T Ai- 6Bt Ai- 6QH/AiX CQm`MH Q7 6mM+iBQMH S`Q;`KKBM;- kyR9X
(ke) LX a+mHi?Q`T2- X 6`K2`- M/ X :BHHX h?2 >1_JAh BM
i?2 h`22, J2+?MBxBM; S`Q;`K h`Mb7Q`KiBQMb BM i?2 :>**Q`2 GM;m;2X AM S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 AKTH2K2MiiBQM M/ T@
THB+iBQM Q7 6mM+iBQMH GM;m;2b UA6G ǶRkV- pQHmK2 3k9R Q7
G2+im`2 LQi2b BM *QKTmi2` a+B2M+2- T;2b 3eĜRyj- kyRjX
(kd) SX a2biQ7iX .2`BpBM;  Gxv #bi`+i J+?BM2X CQm`MH Q7
6mM+iBQMH S`Q;`KKBM;- dUjV,kjRĜke9- RNNdX
(k3) .X X hm`M2`X 1H2K2Mi`v ai`QM; 6mM+iBQMH S`Q;`KKBM;X
AM 6SG1 ǶN8- pQHmK2 Rykk Q7 G2+im`2 LQi2b BM *QKTmi2`
a+B2M+2X aT`BM;2`- RNN8X
(kN) CX oQB;iH M/2` M/ SX CQ?MMX a2H2+iBp2 ai`B+iM2bb M/ S`@
K2i`B+Biv BM ai`m+im`H PT2`iBQMH a2KMiB+b- AM2[miBQM@HHvX h?2Q`X *QKTmiX a+BX- j33UR@jV,kNyĜjR3- kyydX
(jy) *X SX q/brQ`i?X a2KMiB+b M/ S`;KiB+b Q7 i?2 GK#/
*H+mHmbX S?. i?2bBb- *QKTmiBM; G#Q`iQ`v- lMBp2`bBiv Q7
Pt7Q`/- RNdRX
(jR) PX qBH/2X G/v qBM/2`K2`2Ƕb 6M-  SHv #Qmi  :QQ/qQKMX 6B`bi T2`7Q`K2/ BM R3NkX
